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ABSTRACT

Methods were developed to pr-dict the boundary layer ane -wake characteris-
tics of symmetric uodies me. , t -' upersonic speeds. The methodr devel-
oped for predicting I oundary liyer characteri;:.cs are applicable to both
laminar and turbulent flow ,over axisymmetric or two dimensional bod.•s and
can be used as an approximation for the flow over quasisymmetric bodies.
The wake predictive methods were developed for axisymmetric flow and are
applicable to both laminar and turbulent wakes. The aforementioned methods
were combined and programmed such that wake profiles may be determined
based only on inputs of forebody geometry and free stream conditions. Also
presented is a method !or calculating the drag of VA1.ASONTCI parachutes
using the flow field inunediately ahead of the parachute as the free stream
conditions. An analysis of the effects of various geometric and free stream
parameters on PARASONIC parachute performance was conducted and trends
determined.

The distribution of this abstract is unlimited.

ITM, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Akron, Ohio
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A.; l portion of the Fstablishment 3f an Uniymrnetrical Wake Test Capability
for Aeredynam-c Decelerators (EUREKA) program sponsored by the Air
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL). a study was performed to ana-
lyze performance characteristics of supersonic parachutes operating in the
wakes of both axisymmetric and asymmetric forebodies and tc develop the
capability to analytically predict the performance of a parachute operating
in the wake of an axisymmnetric forebody. The results of that study are pre-
sented in this volume.

In order to predict the parachute performance, the properties of the wake
flow field in which the parachutes operate and the forebody flow field proper-
ties that establish the development of the wake flow field had to be determined.
The three basic tasks performed were:

1. Analysis of the flow field and boundary layer character-
istics of the axisymmetric forebodies

2. Determination of the viscous and inviscid wake flow field
characteristics behind these forebodies

3. Prediction of the drag performance characteristics of
the parachute operating in the wake of such forebodies

Presented in Section II is a method for determining the flow properties over
the forebody and the boundc- - layer momentum thickness and momentum de-
fect on the body. The invis.-ý l. . properties necessary for the boundary
layer analysis are computed using NewL..-ian and tangent cone theories,
where the tangent cone theory is based on the Taylor-Maccoll conical flow
solution. The laminar compressible bnundar, layer characteristics are de-
retrmined by using a loc.A siz-nmi•i;.x solution, and the turbulent boundary
layer is analyzed by using an integral method. An approximate criterion for
the boundary layer transition point also is given.

Presented in Section III is a momentum integral solution for laminar and turbulent
viscous wake characteristics and a mass flow balance solution for the invis-
cid wake characteristics. The viscous wake theory is based on the ass.,mp-
"tion that •he details of the base flow and free shear layer regions may be
largely iinored, thus allowing the wake momentum defect to be equated to the
forebod) momentum defect. Boundary layer type equations then can be applied
to the wake flow region downstream of the wake rear stagnation point. Also
presentec in Section mI is a method for determining inviscid wake character-
istics by a mass flow balance that is performed with the forebody bow shock
shape.

Based on the viscous and inviscid wake solutions along with the computed
forebody characteristics, comparison cf predicted wake profiles has been
made with eýperimental wake profile data obtained from EUREKA wind-
tunnel tests behind an Arapaho C with nose cohe forebody. These correlations

1" I
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indicate that excellent agreement between wake theory and exp!!riment can be
obtained using the methods presented in thiu volume The wake methods of
solution, as well as the forebody methods of solution, have been programmed
in FORTRAN IV for use on the IBM 360, Model 40, and IBM 7094 computers.
This computer program was used in making all the wake comparisons shown.

Section IV contains an analysis of the effects of Mach number, Reynolds num-
ber, forebody shape, canopy location, and canopy size on PARASONIC1 para-
chute performance.

Section V presents a method for calculating the pressure drag coefficient of
a PARASONIC parachute operating in the wake of an axisymmetric forebody.
Comp,- risons of calculated and experimentally determined drag coefficients
are presented also and show good agreement.

Other sections of this volume contain conclujions, recommendations for
future work, and appendixes giving the details of the flow field analyses and
w>- d tunnel tests.

This report does not cover all primary program objectives. Volume I pre-
sents analyses and preliminary design efforts to determine feasibility of re-
configuring a free flight decelerator test vehicle with inflatable appendage in
order to simulate the w.'-• of a lifting body.

Volume III contains a tabulation of wake survey and body surfa -e pressure
Gat.d obtained from wind tunnel tests conducted during the EUREKA program.

I. -

TM, G yoo*•ear Aerospace Co-poration, Akron, Ohio.
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SECTION II

BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS

I BOUNDARY LAYER CHARACTERISTICS

In investigating the various characteristics of the viscous wake trail-
ing a typical aerodynami- body, one of the dominant features is integrated
momentum defect. The wake momentum defect, M , can be expressed as

* j-( u) rdý dr

0 0
and for a wake in which there is little or no static pressure gradient,
the momentum defect remains invariant as the wake develops in theI downstream direction. Furthernmore, by neglecting the details of the
base flow ad shear layer regions and assuming that no external work
is done on -ie wake fluid in these regions, the wake momentumn defect,
M , may be evaluated by equating it to the integrated boundary lz 2r
momentum defect, M, at the trailing edge of the forebody. The equation
at momentum defects provides a direct link between the viscous wake
properties and the forebod- Lonfiguratioa, and any attempt to predict
the properties of the v-iý;cous wake behind a body must begin with somre
knowledge of the forebody trailing edge boundary layer momentum defect.

This section describes the development of a method for c-lculating the
growth of the boundary layer momentum thickness and momentum defect
over an aerodynamic, body of arbitraiy shape. In doing this, an exten-
sive literature survey was made of the available literature on compress-
ible boundary layer flow. The method finally chosen for use on the pro-
gram is representative of the state of the art of present boundary layer
theory. The resultant procedures developed yield solution, for two-
dimensional or axisymmetric flow and are good approximations for quasi-
two-dimensional or quasi-symmetric flows. The method of analysis as
developed for laminar and turbulent flow h7s been programmed for use
on high -peod digital computers and has been utilized to determine the
momentum defect and momentum thickness on the Arapaho C vehicle with
nose cone and on a bluaited elliptical cone configuration.

2. BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION METHODS

a. Laminar Boundary Layer

Kemp, Rose, and Detra (Reference 1) have studied the compressible
laminar boundary layer, including effects due to pressure gradient and
due to chemical dissociation. The former effect has been investigated 4

through the study of similar solutions that may be obtaine'4 for cases in
which the boundary layer pressure gradient parameter, (3, is constant
with respect to surface distancte. Although for .-rost cases of interest
(3 is not constant over the entire surface of a body, it has been generally
accepted that the results of su:h ralculations still may be applied in

3
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engineering calculations if the local value of the pressure gradient para-
meter, 03, is used (References 2 and 3). This application is called the
concept of "local iimilarit-y." Lees in Reference 4 has shown that for
highly cooled boundary -, . ffect of the parameter 0 is small and
may even be neglected entirely for heat transf'- calculations. However,
for skin friction calculations and for cases where thc wall temperature
is comparablk to the free stream total temperature, 1 still can have an
important effect. Within the assumption of local similarity, however,
this influence rnay be accounted for by using the local value of j.

As was indicated, Kemp, Rose, and Detra also have included effects due
to dissociation by using the binary model of Fay and Riddell in Refer-
ence 5. The results obtained indicate no important effects for catalytic
or near catalytic surfaces; and thus, for the analysis described herein
the gas is treated as thermally and calorically perfect.

Stetson in Reference 6 has presented an empirical correlation of the
results of the numerical solution for momentum thickness, 0, of Kemp,
Rose, and Detra which is given by Equation 24 (Appendix I). This equa-
tion applies to two-dinmensional or axisyrnmetric flows and can be used
with reasonable accuracy for quasi-symmetric flows such as that over
elliptical cones. Knowing the equation for the momentum thickness, 0,
and knowing the inviscid flow properties at the edge of the boundary
layer (from Item 3 below), tha momentum thickness and the momentum
defect

2M~ Pu Adgý
ee

fcircumference

can be evaluated. The details of this development are given in Appendix I.

b. Turbulent Boundary Layer

The state of knowledge of turbulent boundary layers is not as well deve-
loped as that of the laminar case. Although there have been many ap-
proximate treatments of tr'rbulent flow, most of which can be supported
to one degree or another by some of the existing experimental data,
there are no "exact" theo-etical solutions such as that of Kemp, Rose,
and Detra for laminar flow.

One approximate solutior, the results of which lend themselves to the
present problem, is that of Reshotko and Tucker (Reference 7). This
solution uses the momentum integral and moment-of-momentum equations
and is simplified by using Stewartson's transformation from Reference 8.
In order to solve these two equations, a skin friction relation must be
used. Reshotko and Tucker chose the Ludwieg-Tillman relation (Refer-
ence 9) in a form suitable for compressible flow with heat transfer
through application of the reference enthalpy concept. The above equations
were further simplified through the use of an approximate shear stresr
distribution and the power law velocity profile.

The moment-of-momentum equation is needed in order to account for
pressure gradient effects on the boundary layer velocIty profile. The

4
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method o: Reshotko and Tucker, as applied to insulated surfaces, is
quite well founded. However, for noninsulated or nonadiabatic wall
cases, the method (though qualitatively correct) is based on sorne specu-
lative assurmpti ns. It is still anticipated, however, that for such cases
the method will yield reasonable quantitative results. The method cer-
tainly is representative of the best solution that can be obtained within
the present status of turbulent flow theory.

Reshotko an,' Tucker have presented their results in terms of a trans-
formed momenturL thickness, 0 tr, given by the equation

0 = 0 (1 1 M 2 )3
2 Me)e

If the boundary layer is turbulent over the entire body, the solution be-
gins at the stagnation point. However, if the boundary layer is initiallySlaminar, tht. calculation must begin at the transition point. The trans'.-

tion point can be specified either in terms of a location or a transition

Reynolds number, Reo, or it can be determined from the transition cri-
terion developed ii, Item 3, b. This criterion has been prugra1i..me6
along with the turbulent boundary layer solution. The details of the solu-
tion for boundary layer momentum thickness and momentum defect are
given in Appendix I along with the basic elements of the programmed
boundary layer solution.

3. SUPTýORTING ANALYSES

a. Forebody Inviscid Flow Field

In order to evaluate the boundary layer momentum thickness and momen-
tum defect, the inviscid flow field characteristics at the edge of the
boundary layer must be determined. In particular, for the programmed
boundar,, layer analysis, the following flow properties must be evaluated
along the foreoody: (1) Pe/Po, (2) Po/Ps, and (3) Me. A general com-
putation procedure was developed to calculate the flow properties along
the forelody based only on inputs of free stream conditions and forebody
geometry.

The procedure is applicable for a wide range of free stream conditions
and is suitable for quasi-symmetric geometries as weli as for axisyrr,-
metric and two-dimensional bodies. A tangent cone method of Rolutkon
was used to obtain the flow properties for sharp-nosed bodies and a
combination of Nem'-)nian and tangent cone methods was used for a blunt-
nosed configuration. To this end, a Taylor-Maccoll conical flow solution
was programmed along with a logic procedure for the application of the
tangent cone and Newtonian methods to quasi-symmetric forebody geo-
metries. The logic procedure is shown in Appendix I1.

The use of Newtonian theory and tangent cone theory is sufficient to
yield solutions for pressure and Mach number within 10 to 20 percent
accuracy, which is quite sufficient for engineering purposes. Since the
momentum defect varies as the square root of the pressure, a 20-per--
cent error in pressure would cause less than a 10-percent error in

5i
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momentum defect. Note also that the effects of boundary layer separa-

tion on the pressure are not considered in this analysis.

b. Boundary Layer Transition

In order to make use of the turbulent boundary layer analysis, it is I

necessary to determine the location at which transition occurs. As a
part of the computer program developed to predict boundary layer mo-
mentum defect, three choices exist for determining transition:

I. Input the transition point location

2. Input the transition Reyrolds number, Regtr

3. Compute Re~tr based on a programmed tra,-sition criterion

The criterion developed to predict transition was based on a correlation
by Dr. R. Nerem, consultant, of the form

Rer ,) 000(l - 0. 12 M + 0.03 M3 M /2
tr

(-2. 29 + 17.38s - 18 2 + 3.9 119))11A

where

S=h /h
w aw

For regions of adverse pressure gradients, such as in the vicinity of a
compression surface, the Reel is replaced with the critical Reynolds
number given by

2 3 1/2Re - 163 (1 - 0.12 M + 0.023 M3)
critical

(-?.Z9 + 17.381r - 18 + 3.91 )'/- i)

These equations have been programmed as pdrt of the boundary laver
calculation procedure and a:e used if transition location or transition
Re8 is not bpccified. The evolution of the above equations and a general
discussion of boundary layer transition may be found in Appendix WL.

6
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SECTION III

WAKE ANALYSIS

I. WAKE REGIONS

Analysis of the characteristics of high-speed -."akes begias by examining
the various regions that comprise the conventional high-speed wake.I The five dirtinct regions of the high-speed w.ke shown in Figure 1 are:

1. Recirculating base flow

2, Free shear layer

3. Rear stagnation point and the neck region

4. Inner viscous wake (dow.,streanm of the neck)

•. Outer inviscid wake

Each of these regions has its own peculiar characteristics. The recir-
culating base flow region, for example, iu boundary layer fluid entrained
due to the adverse pressure gr; diant associated with the deflection of
fluid at the axis of symmetry back into the strea.'nwise direction. The
free shear layer is also boundary layer fluid; thi0 fluid initiates the de-
velopment of the neck region, which is characterized by steep gradients
due to the presence of the r- -ompression shock.

Aft of the neck region, the viscous wake ecevelops in a rather orderly and
well -behaved mann.'•r. This viscous wake is the subject of Item 3 of tl-.Y
section in which thr' conventional boundary layer equations, including t'.c
various integral ielations, are applied to the viscous wake and a mo-nen-
turn. integral mett od is used in obtaining a solution.

The outer inviscid wake also is shown in Figure 1. It surrounds the
viscous wake and reflects the nature of the forebody inviscid flow field
and, in particu)ar, the curvature of the forebody bow shock wave and
the entropy gradie-nt there produced, TI- inviscid wake is discussed in
detail in Item 4 of thitv section.

2. VISCOUS WAKE MODELS

Considering the viscous wake in more detail and the velocity profiles

shown schernaticý.HAv in Figure 1 in particular, it may be seen that for
the -onventional high-speed wake, the centerl!ne X-direction velocity,

f increases wvith increasing distance iownstream of the rear stagnation
point. In the Aar -wake (/VD >> I), the centerline velocity actually ap-
proaches asymptotically to the lo J1 free-stream velocity. For this

problem, the radial ve.ocity gradient is zero at the centerline for allof X, as ;ýre also the gradients in temperature, density, and the otl.ý-r

fluid properties. On the other har4, the outer edge of this viscous wake,at leASt where the viscous and inviscid wakes are clearly separatedfrom one, another, is defined in the usual manner for boundary layer

7I
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type flows. Here the properties are equal to their inviscid values, and
the gradients in these properties are zero. Furthermore, for the case
where viscous and inviscid wakes are clearly separated from one another
and in the absence of any pressure gradient, the momentum defect will
remain constant as the wake develops in the downstream direction.

When a decelerator is attached to a forebody by a cable and is positioned
in such a conventional high-speed wake, consideration muat be given to
thi- extent to which the wake characteristics are altered due to the inter-
action of the forebody wake, the decelerator, and the tow cable that links
these two bodies. If the decelerator was located in the immediate neigh-
borhood ol the base of the forebodv, a cnnventional high-speed wake
would not have the opportunity to develop. In this case even the base
flow and free-sheir layer would be completely altered (see, for example,
Figures 13 and 14 of Reference 10), and the proximity ol the decelerator
to the base of the forebody might result in the presence of a strong ad-
verse pressure gradient in the largely subsonic cavity region separating
the two bodies. In this case, the wake growth is explosive and the de-
cel--rator, being immersed in a subsonic cavity type of flow, produces a
low drag coefficient.

If, however, the decelerator was located far downstream of the base of
the forebody, then very little alteration ot the wake flow would be ex-
pected d.- to the interaction of the decelerator with the wake itself. In
this case the only alteration to the wake (except in the immediate vicinity
of the decelerator) "z due to the presence of the tow cable or riser line.

If it is assumed for the limiting case described above that the cab'e dia-
meter is very small compared with the wake diameter, then the amount
of work done on the wake due to skin friction on the cabie is negligible.
for this case, in the absence of any pressure gradient, both the wake
momentum defect and momentum thickness are corstant in the axial
direction, exactly as in the conventional high-speed wake. However, at
1-,st for laminar fn,)w here. th, -imilarit, bet-xzee these wakes ends
beciuse :n the present case, i.e. for the wake with a trailing decelerator
in it, the tow cable forces the wake centerline velocity to be zero. As-
sur.iing further that the wake profilcs are similar at all axial stations,
then the ratio of the wake momentum thickness to the wake diameter is
the same at all axial stations, and the conclusion is that the wake dia-
meter is constant with axial p.•sitirn. In other words, for this particular
case there is no wake growth such as is present in the conventional high-
speed wake. The wake is cylindrically shaped and does not change
characteribtics in the axial direction. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

For the turbulent visc,7;us wake, however, this cylindrical wake rnm.dei is
not applicable. The turbulent wake in the prk.3ence of a tow cable or
riser line must include both a !anmnar suolayer and an outer turbulent
mixing layer, In this case. the eftccts of the tow cable are solely limited
to the sublaver region. This region. though not present .n the conven-
tional wake, is such that it allovs the no-$lip condition to be satisfied
at the wall, i.e. the cable surface. At this region's outer edge, the
velocity is eq"al to that of the turbuient outcr layer. This ot.ter layer.
on ie other hand, not being constrained by the nc-slip conrdinton at the
centerlir .e. grows as mn !he case for the conveiitional turbulent wake.

19
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For the co~ndition of a contant vibcous wake momentum defect (theI
assumption of negligible work due to cable sk-in fr:ction is still
inade here), the velocity at the inner edge of the tu~rbulent layer
increases just as the centerline velocity increases for the conven-
tional turbulent wake.

During the first series of wake survey tests (WT-UA) conducted under
the EUREKA program, ,ake profile measurements were obtained behind
an axisymmetric cone -cylinder -flare -cyI',,de r forebody with and without
a simulated riser line. These meaz-urements are summarized in Fig-
ures 3 and 4 where impact pressure.. , rofiles at four different X/D sta-
tions are presented for Mach numbers of Z and 5. There is virtually
no difference between the properties oA' these two kinds of wakes. Fur-
the r-ore, there is an obvious wake growth and the centerline region
veloc '-.f may be show. to increase with X/D for both cases. The turbuA-
lent wake in the presence of a riser line is illustrated in Figure 5.

The discussions presented here concerning the nat re of both laminar
and turbulent wakes in the presence of a tow cable or riser lini- Are based
on only the preceding arguments and an extremely limited amount of r-x-
perimental data. In spite of this, these models should prove useful :n
eng~ineering calculations. They do appear to be applicable for a wide
range of conditions in terms of Reynolds number, Mach number, etc.
They are, ýowever, limited to the case where the radius of the tow cable
or riser line i,; much less than the wake momentum thicknes., and to
X/D > 3, avoiding the "strong interaction region."

VI'SCOUS WAKE ANALYSIS

a. Wake Fl~ow Assumptions

An integral method of solution was applied to the problem of determining

the prcoperties of both laminar and turbulent viscous wakes with parti-
cula'r a~ttention to the problem of the wake flow preceding a trailing aero-
dynamic decelerator. In the paragraphs that follow, the theory will he
summarized for the d,.fierent types of wake llowý'. The inrip-(-tant assum-
ptions contsined in the theory are as follows:

1. The fluid is thermally and Calorically perfect, and
there are no chen-cal reactions ur other real gas
phe none na.

2. The Prandti nuMber is unity (Pr

3. Prandtlls concept of viscous flow pl-.enomrnna isvAjid
for the high-speed compressibit wake such that, gra-
dients in the strearnwise or axtAl directon are mnuth
sm~aller than tho3e normal tZo the wake axis and
boundar-, layer type equations mnay 1- ,,sed-

4 The deta,.s o! the base flow and tree sh-ar laver
regiont mnay be largel~l igno red. Thus, the reg.on
of validity fcr the present anAINSI us ust 'ýe con -

side red to extend fromn somehe re ~n the v-icmntv
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of the wake neck or further downstream and on
down into the far wake.

5. Effects due to the existence of an external pressure
gradient are negligible.

Note that this last assumption is not intended to restrict the solution to
flows with zero pressure gradient. The assumption only implies that
.ocal acceleration in the inner wake itself is much more important than
acceleration due to an external pressure gradient. This assumption
allows the momentum integral equation to be simply written as

Pu (IF 08) = Zi pu (u - u) rdr (3)

constant with respect to X.

Here 0 is the momentum thickness and Equation 3 's simply a statement
to the effect that the wake momentum defect is constant in the axial di-
rection. Since the prersure gradient ha-- been assum.ned to be ncgligible.
then there is no external work being dotie on the wake, and the momen-
turn defect must be constant.

As a check on the validity of the assumption of constant wake momentum ',

3efect, experimental wake momentum defect values were calculated A-
from wake survey data obtained during wind tunnel tests conducted under
this program. In looking at the viscous wake, it was found that the width
of the wake decreased with increasing Mach number. For this reason,
the viscous wake nmomenturn defect compari sons were conducted at
Mach 2. The comparisons were made for an axisymnmetric spherical
nose cone-cylinder-fiare for ebody at a Mach number of 2 and a Reynolds
nun',ber of 0. 369 X 106 /in. The wake momenturn defects were computed

at several wake stations using a data reduction program, which reduced
wake survey pressure and temperature data to local velocities. The
data reduction program used a linear variation between sxperimrental
data points in computing momentum defects. The edge of the viscous
wake was determined by using the criterion that at the edge of the viscous
wake, the total pressure would be equal to the total pressure immediately
behind a normal forebody bow shock. The data reduction piogram chose
the data point having a total pressure closest to this pressure. The
spacing of the experimental data points was equal to one-tenth of the
forebody base diameter. TIe eAperimental wake momentum defects
also were compared with forekody momentum defect calculated using
the method described in Section UI. The results of the comparison are
shown in Table I.

The tabulated values indicate that the method used for predicting the edge
of the vi'cous wake is not accurate enough to produce accurate experi-'
mental wake momentum defect results. The X/D = 3 data are too near
the wake neck to be a useful profile for this study. The general decrease
in the momentum defect values from X/D = 5 to X/D = 11 is the result of
the inaccuracy in selection of the nearest experimental data point as the

*15 -
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I TABLE I -VISCOUS WAKE MOMENTUM DEFECT COMPARISON

""-Momentumr Momentum Forebody
defect in Wake defect in Wake momentum

M Y plane radius, Z plane radius, defect"00 ooRe e/in. XiD (Ib) Y/D (lb) Z/D (lb)

2 0.369 X 1 6  3 5.68 0.5 Z.98 U.5 1.203
2 O. 369 X 10 6  5 4.46 0.5 1.65 0.5 1.203
S0. 369 X 106  7 4.10 0.5 1.02 0.4 1.203

: 0 . 3 6 9 X 10b 9 2.29 n. 5 0.964 0.4 1.203
0.369x10 6 x 1 1.71 0.5 0.786 0.4 1.203

viscous wake edge. Since the wake is growing, the value of the momen-I !tum defect within a given circle will decrease with increasing X/D. The
experimental data also may contain errors induced by the forebody
mourting strut that spanned the wind tunnel in the Z piane. Within the

i limits of the accuracy of the experimental data and the computation
method, the momentum defect is .assumed to be constant. In an attempt
to improve the method for computing the momentum defect in the wake,
a polyn.,mial curve fit technique was used to smooth the experimental
data and therefore improve the accuracy of the calculation. Using the
curve fit technique i.i the wake momentum defect calculaiions did not
have an appreciable effect on the results.

Assumption 5 listed above thrs does not limit the solution to wake flows
-with zero pressure gradient. However, the validity of the solution cer-

iA.nly does decrease with increasing pressure gradient. For blunt
bodties with strong pressure gradients, the solution should be considered
as being highly approximate.

By ignoring the details of the base flow and shear layer regions and
assuming that no external work is done on the wake fluid in these regions,
then the constant in Equation 3 may be evaluated by equating the momeii-
turn defect of the boundary layer at the ba se of the forebod,: to the mo-
mentjm defect of Lhe wake. This may be stated mathematically as

22SPBuB (v D) = 1 IT ' (4)

Vhere the subscript I refers to the properties associated wit>. the outer
edge of the wake and the subscript B, to properties at the base of the
vehicle where the boundary layer separates. The symbols PB and uB
represent inviscid propertites, and D is the forehody bas, ý;iameter.
Next, the Dorodnitzyn trar'sformation is introduced in order to obtain a
solution to the axial direction -nomer.tum equation. In the integral
method of solution, it is ..ssu'ned that the velocity profile in the viscous
wake may be !xpressed as a fourth-order polynomial of the form

16
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u 4
E a. 7 (5)

0

Applying the appropriate boundary conditions to the above equation, a
solution for the viscous wake velocity profile in the transformed coordi-
nate system may be obtained. Considering the energy equation for the
assumption of Pr = I and applying the appropriate boundary conditions
to the energy equation, the enthalpy profile in the transformed coordinate
system is obtained as a funct )n of 4 the form parameter as derived in
Appendix IV.

The details of the above development are given in Appendix IV and apply
to both laminar and turbulent viscous wake flows. The necessary equa-
tions for determining the properties of a high-Jpeed compressible wake
were derived using an integral technique and the Dorodnitzyn transfor-
mation. In order to describe the entire wake flow field, the inviscid
flow field must be determined (see Itern e., below) and that an estimate
be made of the vehicle boundary layer momentum thickness (Section 11
above).

bh Laminar Axiayrnmetric Wekc

Appendix IV describes the case of both the conventional laminar wake
and the cylindrical laminar wake. In the appendix, the relationship be-
tween ' and X is determined. For each case, it is necessary to specify
a relation for the viscosity coefficient and, for both laminar flow cases,
the viscosity is assumed to be linearly dependent with respect to fluid
temperature; i. e., ii/RT z constant. For the cylindrical wake case,
uI/ul = 0, which is equivalent .o 4 24 (Appendix IV). Thus, the pro-
perties of the cylindrical wake are solved by setting 4- 24,and 4will
not depend on X for this case since there will be complete similarity
between radial profile at each X direction station.

Havii-;g solved for (F as - function of X (Appendix IVý together with the
cquations derived in that apF~endix for the velocity and enthalpy profiles
and the relationship between the transformed and physical radial coor-
dinates, the properties of the laminar viscous wake are completely
known.

Using this theory, as shown in Figure 6, reason. `1e agreement is at-
tainable even in the near wake region where the 1 "esent theory should
give the least reliable results. A further check on the laminar wake
theory is presented in Figure 7 where the wake growth behind a conical
body is presentý.d as a function of distance downstream of the body.
Figure 7 also shows both ballistic range experimntal data from Refer-
ence 1I and the result of a theoretical calculation using the laminar wake
method developed in Appendix IV. As may be seen, excellent agreement
exists.

Unfortunately, good data does not exist at the present ýime for the laminar 7
wake in the presence of a decelerator with which the laminar cylindrical

wake results may bc compared. Note that during the wind tunnel tests

17
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Figure 7 - Comparison o( the Momentum Integral Method Solution with
Experimental Laminar Far Wake Data

performed as a part of this program only turbulent wakes were obtained.
It is felt, however, that since the conventional laminar wake results in
Figure 6 are for conditions similar to these of the cylindrical wake (for
example, the centerline velocity is low in the near wake region and the
velocity profile is similar to that of a cylindrical wake); and since
reasonably good agreement exists, then the laminar cylindrical wake
results should lead to equally good agreement.

c. Turbulent Axisymmetric Wake

For the turbulent wake case, a form for the viscosity relationship must
be chosen different from that used for the laminar case. In turbulent
flow, the viscosity coefficient is only an effective one (artificially intro-
duced due to the manner in whici tbe governing equations are expressed)
and is related to the momentum vr-nsfer caused by the fluctuating, mixing
type motion. Many different mathematical forms for the turb'Acntvisco-
sity coefficient have been suggested in the literature, and four of these, as
applied to the wake centerline, are summarized below (these four models
are virtually identical to thcse discussed in Reference 13):

0 =K A (p•u - P0 u0 )

1 9
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0 = KA.1 (u1 - u0 )

and

P I = KA Po (uI - u.

While only the above models were considered in this investigation, the
solution is not restricted to these viscosity models. In all of the above
models, the value of the constant K is required. The first model relates
second model form involves a momentum difference, and the third and

fourth models involve only a velocity difference. These latter models
correspond to the accepted "classical" form for incompres•sible flow.
However, the second model also reduces to a velocity difference for the
incompressible case. The first model obviously does not refivice to the

classical form for incompressible flow. In fact, the first model did not
originate from classical viscous flow work, but from studies of jet-
mixing phenomena. All of the above modes may be expressed using

the general form written below:

id KA •u (.Lo) - n -1)n (...")P _l1 (6)

In Table II, the values for the constants m, n, and p are presented. In
the computer program for the viscous turbulent wake, the specification
of the model number directs the program to use the proper values of m,
n, and p.

The value of K must be determined from experiments. In low-speed
flows, it i.• conventional to defineAdO, and thus K, through introduction
of the Townsend Reynolds number, RT, where

(u Uo)r

RT ld 0 /•o 0

TABLE II - CONSTANTS FOR TURBULENT VISCOSITY RELATIONSHIP

Mdel m I n P Remarks

F•'st K A OuO10  I Momentum f!lux

Se 3nd K A (01 u I Puo 0 ) 0 0 1 Momenturn difference

"lhird K A p1 (ul uo) 0 0 0 Velocitv difference

Fourth K I 1 0 0 j Velocity difference
FA 0 1 -

20
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Here, r* is the so-called half-width at half-depth, i.e.., the radius at
which the velocity is exactly intermediate to the axial and edge values,
and R is the constant to be determined from experiment. For the
seconT, third, and fourth models and in the limit of either incompressi-
ble flow or an "incompressible like" flow, i. e. the far wake where
Po =Pi, then K and RT are related by i

K _r (8)1
KR

S: is
RT

For the polynomial velocity profile of Equation 65 of Appendix D, it
follows that

r • •O0.4

and thus

K 0.4 (9)
RT

Typical experimental values for R are tabulated in Table ILl together
with the value o, K catLulated from Equation 9. These values of K may
be compared with those of Zakkay and Fox in Reference 13 wl-ere the
first model is similar to :heir Model I, the sc.ond model to their Mo-
del 2, the third mrodel to their Model ZA, and the fourth model to their
Model 4. Based on the analysis of wind-tunnel data, Zakkay and Fox
concluded that a value of K = 0.01 for the second model and K = 0.04 -
U. 06 for third and fourth models represented a best fit to their data.
Zakkay a..d Fox also suggested a value of 0. 02 for use with the first
model. In project EUREKA, the best correlation with wind-t~innel wake
test data has been obtained for values of K on the order of 0.005 to 0.01.
Details of the comparison of the theory with experimental data will be
given later in this section.

By substituting Equation 6 for the viscous wake into Equation 63, Appen-
dix IV, for e, the form parameter, the relation between eand X can be
determined.

TABLE III - TOWNSEND REYNOLDS NUMBER IN WAKE

Wake type TRT K

Axisymrnmetric, incompressible 4 1
Two-d'-nepeionial, incompressible iz. 0 0. 0•3
Two-dimensional, c1ncpressible" 10 0.0;3

Axisvmmetric, compressible 3. 0.

21£
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If the present method of solution and the turbul, nm viscosity coefficient
modsls incl-ided in the analysis are accepted, then the resulting equations
for4 as a fui.ction X, together with the eq'tations derived in Appendix IV
for the velocity and enthalpy p-ofiles and the relationship between the
transformed and physical radial coordinates, are suffcient to completely
determine the properties of the turbulent viscous w.ke. Again, the pro-
perties of the forebody bounda&ry lay'er aad at the edge of the viscous
wake are assumed to be known from the fcrebody computer program.

Using the above method of analysis, the turbulent viscous wake charac-
teristics were determined and comparisons were made with the velocity
profiles obtained from wind-tunnel test eata obtained in the wake of the
Arapaho C vehicle with nose cone (Appendix VY. These comparisons
were based on the iterated wake solution deactibed in Item 5 of this sec-
tion. In Figures 8 through 23, the wake velocity profilt. are shown
plotted versus the nondimensicnal distance- (Y/L' or Z/D) measured from
the centerline of the viscons wake. Corrinarisono -Are shown for a range
of Mach numbers 'rom 2 to 5 for two Reynolds number :onuit:ons z.nd
for stations behind the base of th,. fcrebody from 3 to II calibers, which
is the region of interest for decelerator applicatior..

The theory is shown ab a s-lid line and -epresents tne total wake de-
scription. i.e. , both viscous and inviscid po-tions. The inviscid wake
compariscns are f'arther discussed in Item 4 of this section. The ex-
perimental velocity data points shown were calculated from the wake
wind tunn•el pressure me isurement-. obtained as - part of this program.
The disparity between the "/D-piane datv and the Z/D-plane data is at
least partially duc to the prebence of the .jrebody mountng strut in the
Z/D plane. 'iowever, this strut also may influence the Y/D date., and
thus data for both planes is shown. Note also that at X/D = 3, there
may be added inaccuracies in the data due to the influence of the ral, 2
used to obtain pressure readings.

The best correlation with• 'he experimental EUREKA wake data his been
obtained using the third visiosity model, a. = K pi (,,i - U.) with a
viscosity coefficient K 0 005. This K value, while below th, -e n,-r -
maliy used, was justifie,; by considering that the F jIution had :eer. ite-
rated as explained in !tem 5 of this section -- thus had changed the
boundary layer approach that origin.lly defined i -e range of acceptable
viscosity coefficient values- Using K v. 005 tor the third model (shown
in Figures 8 thr&,:,gh 15), agreement with CXperiment to well within 10
percent has been obtained in almost all cases over the range ul Mach
numbers and wake location considered in this program and or both
Reynolds nurber conditicni ccnsýdered. For X;`D > 3. the correlation
of 'the centerline velocities is to within 5 percent in all but .,ne case.

SCorrelation with th-e experirnental data has been obtair.ed using other
viscosltv models. the re-ulls usihg th. fc.rth :-:}dei are '.w n Fig-
ures it through 19 for K = 0.010 and in Figures 20 through 2-I for K
0. 00S in order to show the effect of changing viscosity model andor
vis,:osity coefficient. Using the fourth model, the results shuw that the
trend of the predicted centerhrne velocity is affected by Mach nu.riber.

At Mach 2 the predicted centerline veloci*v ils stgnific-a•ly higher than

! "-
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Volume 11,'Ithe experimental value. As the Mach number is increased, the degree

of correlation changes until at MOO = 5 the theory significantly under-
predicts the velocity. This effect is not seen with the choice of the third
model. For the same K value, the use of the fourth model will yield a
lower centerline velocity than will the third model. The second model
for which no data are shown, will result in even higher predicted ccnter-
line velocities than the third model. The first model war excluded due
to the fact that it deviated from the proper variation of velocity with
X/D as exhibited by the other models (see Appendix IV), With each
model the choice of the viscosity coefficient K will influence the resultant
velocity profile. As K is increased, the velocity predicted by a given
model will increase and, as K is decreased, the predicted velocity will
decrease.

Prior to the use of the iterated solution, reasonable correlations between
experiment and theory were obtained for a value of K = 0. 025 with the
third and fourth models.

d. Wake Transition

In Itrms 3, b and 3, ca an integral method for calculating the properties
of both laminar and turbulent wakes was presented. However, up to this
point no mention has been made of the conditions under which the viscous
wake would be laminar or turbulent. Obviously, if the forebody boundary
layer is turbulent, then the wo.ke also will be turbulent, and a calculation
of the wake profilcs as a functicn of x/D proceeds as described in Item
3, c. However, if the borebody boundary layer is laminar, then the
viscous wake may be either laminar or turbulent, depending on whether
or not the flow conditions are suitable for transitiokh to occur.

The phenomena of transition in hypersonic wakes has been studied ex-
tensively in the laboratory. As pointed out in Reference 14, the
correlation of wake transition data that appears to indicate the most
physical insight and thus be the most general is that of Pallone, Erdcs,
and Eckerman. In their work they used a transition Reynolds number
based on local properties at the edge of the wake, a velocity equal to
that at the edge relative to the centerline velocity, ul - uo, and on the
wake diameter at transition, 6 D~tn" The correlation of experimental
data that they present is thus in tfl-ms of the transition Reynolds number,

ReD D (1 -0 (10)
DTR 01 DTR 1

and the effective Mach number,
A

a ul-) (11)
I a1 I u 1

Figure Z4 shov s a summarization of experimental measurements of wake
transition Reynolds number. There is a reasonable correlation of the
differert experiments and the wake trai-sition may be predicted to within
a factor of two in Reynolds number.
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In order to facilitate calculations using the correlation of Palone, Erdos,
and Ec~erman, an approximate curve has been fitted to the data in Fig-
ure 24. This approximation is

Re 1700 Z o (12)
DTR

This curve also is shown in Figure 24, and reasonable agreement may
be see to exist.

In applying Equation 12 to a laminar cylindrical wake, uo will be zero
due to no-slip condition on the tow cable or riser line. Thus, Re D1
a nal M I become a somewhat more conventional "looking" Reynolds nT1%i
ber and1 Mach number based on local edge conditions. Furthermore,

for a constant pressure wake region, Re DDTR and 1, will not vary
with X/D. The viscous wake in the presencE of a riser line or tow cable,
attaching an aerodynamic decelerator, will be either wholly laminar or

wholly turbulent.

e. Near Wake Characteristics

The general characteristics of the near wake were illustrated earlier
in Figure 1. This region is made up of the free shear layer, the base
region recirculating flow, and the beginnings of the viscous inner wake
at the rear stagnation point and art down throus-h the riedk; when con-
sidered in total, it is a rather complex fluid mechanic phenomena.I/
As Reeves and Lees have pointed out, and also provided in Reference 15,
a relatively clear picture of the structure of the near wake now exists
as a result of the many experimental studies that have been reported in
the literature (see, for example, Reference 16 through 19). However,
theoretically, the state of the art has not prog:ressed as far. As has
been pointed out by Webb, et a. in Reference 20, the near wake is
characterized by two !e!ngth :• url. uresponding to the existence of
separate regions of high shear and of low velocity. Because of this as-
pect of the problem, the resulting governing equations are nonsimilar
in form and do not rpduce to ordinary differential equatio'ns when pro-
perly transformed. This may be contrasted wi;h the far wake problem
in which similar solutions are obtainable.

In order to circumvent this complexity, Lees and Reeves, and later
Lees working with Webb and others at TRW Systems (References 20
through 22), have been developing multimoment integral methods of
solution for the near wake problenm. Weiss in Reference 23, on the
other hand, has taken an approch that though inherently more complex
offers the hope of a more exact solution of the near wake problem.
He obtains a solution by dividing the near wake flow into thzee regions:
(I) a rotational outcr flow resulting from the inviscid expansion of the
forebody boundary layer at the base, (2) a thin viscous "boundary" layer
above the dividing streamline, and (3) the re..rculation region itself.
The first of these regions is solved for by using the method of charac-
teristics; the second, using a modified Oseen solutiol of the boundary
layer equations; and finally, the third region, by a finite difference
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solution to the full Navier-Stokes equations. By couplkng these regions
together throqagb the matching of boundary conditions at their interfacer
and using an iterative method, complete solutions up to the rear stagna-
tion point have been carr;ed out. Although this method has not yet been
extended to axisymmetric bodies, it would appear to be the type of ap-
proach that could lead to a satisfactory solution of the near wake problem.

For the present investigation, neglecting the ra-ar wake details by
equating the momentum deft:ct at the base of the forehody to that of the
viscou2 wake downstream of the near wake region appears to be a sativ.-
factory approximation in the development of an engineering solution for
the viscous wwke characteristics since the free shear iaye•c energy trans-
fer to the recirculation region has been found to be on the order of 10
percent of the total energy transfer from the borebody tV the viscous
wake. However, even this Icss can be accoitnted for in the solution by
use of an zmpirical constant as will be shown later in this section.

As part of the integral wake solution, it is necessary to specify the
location of the rear stagnation point in order to properly rtlate the wake
development to the fo;-ebdy.

Although the rear stagnation point has been chosen in this instance as
the starting point for the vIscous w-ke solution, any other suitable
reference location (t. K. g, wake neck or sonic point may be used if suffi-
cient data exist to specify its locatieon. Ust of the wake neck as the
starting point of the soltion could yield an improvement in the wake
prediction method due to the fact that by starting at the rear ttagnation
point, the strong gradients in the wak.. flow are ignored. Further ex-
amination of the starting point reference should be considered as future
program improvements.

In Figure 2 most of the available data in the literature on the location
of the rear stagnation point, x., behind bodits at supersonic speeds are
shown. Included - re dta from both two -dimensional and axisymmetric
bodies, Mach rilurlbers from 4 through 16, and for a wide range of Rey-
nolds ntmibers. Also shown is an approximate fit to the data for both
the la•ninar and turbulent flow regimes. As iodicated for laminar flow,
the rear xtcgnation point moves closeR to the base as the Reynolds num-
ber increase&. This movement is based obviously on certain allowance
for the wide data scatte' and even wider discrepancy for a few individual
poir"ts; the oan'ne trend also is not,.d in Reference 11.

However, this moverment is not in agreement with information extracted
frorn available theoretic-l resulut. For example, Reeves and Lees
piredict that the rear stagnation pnant moves away from the body with
increasing Reynolds number for the adizbatic wall case (hw,= HI) and
tOw col wa!J case (hw = 0o Z H1 ). They further predict that the rear

xgzn-ation point will be closer to the body for the cold wall case than for
the adiabatic wall case and that this former case will have a very weak
Reynolds aunber dependence. This picture of the near wake perhaps
cAn be reconciled to the data of Figure _25 by aoting that the higher data
poiAts are in general wind tunnel data e Reference 17 and 22) and
thui correspond more closely tW the adiabati wall case, while : ! ower
data points are in general from ballistic range and shock-tunnel

4-2
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experiments and closely approximate the cold wall case. This, however,
does not completely explain the discrepancy since the data point froir_
Reference 18 also was obtained in a wind tunnel.

Obviously, the "exact" prediction of the location ci the rear stagnation
point is more complicated for laminar flow than presented in Figure 25.
Still, the approximate fit in Figure 25 ohould prove useful for engineer -
ing calculations. Furthermnre, for cylindrical wake calculations, the
rear stagnation point location, x., it. not needed. This is due to the
complete similarity in profiles for different X/D stations. Also shown
in Z7igure 25 are measurements of the location of the rear stagnation
point at conditions where the bour 1ary layer at the base of the forebody
was turbulent. Although there are only a limited number oA measure-
ments for this case of turbulent. flow, an approximate fit,

S0.94 (13)

does appear to correlate well withi the data. As can be seen, in this case
there is no apparent dependence on Reynolds number.

As irricated earlier, it is also of interest to -compare the prediction of
the rear stagnation point enthalpy with available experimental data. By
combining Equations 77 and 80 of ,,dix IV. the expression for the
rear s tgnation point enthalpy

Ho h B
- < 4 -( - -Z) - . (14)H ul

*~II

Equation 14 is based on the equating of the momenturm aad totz! enthalpy
defect, of tht wake to the rempective quantities of the forebody bounda;y
laytr. If it i* f QtherrYnore ajss'med that ub up; the simpie resuht then
.is

0 VV
Hl R-1

at the rear .tagnation point, "-u~Atiouz 15 ia compared with available ex-
periientni data for laminar flow in F~gure Z1. The measured values lie
slightly high*- t~ar 10 ,t predictel by Equation I5.

Im order, to correc:t th Vre~ent theory 3uch thaZ the predicted rear stagna-
tLi-i pio-t eothalpy will b'. in agrceme"t with experiment, Equatior 4 and
"K4uatiom 80 Appendix IV. .re vewritten AS

U t 01 .9 K t•'ae B))

0 K U H (j e. 1D)¢I•H T 7• BT BBH b B
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H (: •-Z4: h
=I -K 3 ( (17)

where K 3 = K UI/KIU B

Equation 17 has been approximately fitted to the laminar experimental
data using a vaiue of K = 0.9 and is shown in Figure 26. Although this
value of K3 is strictly lased on experiment and has no real theoretical
basia, its ure in Equation 17 for la'ninar wake calculations ihou~d prove
usciul.

For turbulent ncar wake .iow. there is only a smattering of data that
may be fourd in the literature. These limited number oi data points,
howver, are c-=.pared with Equations iS Pnd 17 for both K = 0.9 and
K3  0. 65, in Figure 27. The Iatter value of K3 doer give agreement

wit: the data. The limited amount of data pre6vents any real recommenda-
tion for the use of X = 0. 65 for turbulent wake calculations, and it is
obvious that more data and more comparisons of data with theory are
necessary before any degree of confidence can be plat--d in Equation 17

... 1 and cn the use of an effc-tive K for either laminar or turbulent flow.
• ~In Appendix-IV where a method lot viscous wake calculations Is outlined,

the constant K 3 is lef as an input.

Arý was noted in ltern 3, the present integral theory would not be expected
to givt; accurate results in the near wake region. Thus, the lack of
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agreement in Figures 26 and Z7 is not -lirprising, and the introduction
of an empirical constant, K into Equation 17 only represents an attempt
to improve the accuracy of &he present -olut, n in a region where it other-
wise woulu not be expected to hold. However, iii spite of the aiilings of

ethe p esent method in predicting the rear stagnation point enthaipy, com-
narisuos with experimental data have shown that in the prediction of nwck
diameter for a laminar vake the method in Item 3, b of this section i•
quite satisfactory.

Before leaving this discussion of the near wake, one last comment
should be made with regard to the nature of the flow. It has been found
experimentally th.t the near wake is very sensitive to the base geometry

of the vehicle and also to the injection of any fluid at tlo base into the
near wake. This latter effect is obviously of concerr in wind tunnel ex-
periments where instrumentation may be supporteo from the base of the
forebody. However, it also opens up the possibility of somewhat control-
ling the wake characteristics of a vehicle through fluid injet-tion. It is
alao of interest in the decelerator problem where due to the manner of
decelerator deployment the problem of interest may in fact be one in
which there is fluid injection.

In Reference 24 !;v..er presents measurements that show a 50-percent
change in the location of the rear stagnation point due to a nitrogen in-
jection mas-, flow rate that is only 2 percent of that of the free stream
based on base area of the forebody. Furthermore, in Referer,ce 25
Bauer shows that a 3-percent injection rate using helium causes the
,ake recompression shock to completely disappedr.

b This sensitivity of ihe ncar wake to ý,Inost any exteri-ial influen~~e cisth
doubt on the applicability of any wake datz: obtained under conditions
where componens of the mood_ support system, e._g.., struts, wires, or
a sting, interfere with the flw. Thus, future efforts should include
wind tunnel studies where such -aterference effvct. are not present.

4. INVISCID WAKE ANALYSIS

a. Inviscid Wake Characteristics

In order to fully cdescribe tiie trail-i, i; ke vei;ýnd a superbonic bkd%
both the viscous innt-r wake and 4 'v i outer w;iA ! rf.,racter.stics,

ve)ocity, density, and ter -ptcrature profeles, must bc known The
calculation of the viscous inne.". waeke depen6. -,n -hc foreb-dv utu.;ndary
layer, and methods for handu:-i botr of these type, o4 `htid ,ne-hanic
phenomena have been, previo,rWy deo.cribed to- both'ia:ionar am'i turbo'-
lent flow and including tran-,"tiost The invsc :.d o-:t-r wake characteri, -

tLcF. an the other hand, dapiur~d :rn forebd•v bow hck w-ut-r strength a.-'Id

shapý and the subsequent em*,ant-on! over thu- at't -',rrfn of thr b~ldi'-

5. Ana'-sis

For the purpose of analvsis, the wake oi a sup.rrsont_ ve•,:e i ri kon-

dered where it ýs ac.urnec- Oiat the vrhic-r bo- s-oc-' -- e Ihatic ,nd
the pr-*..-ure distribution ahnri the wake Ax.i . knowo-, fr..:zin -eileh ý x-

per, .. nt or theory. Fo- b}ir, bod.e.r- at hyperh.an.it "p'-ldt, blS.
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theory may be used to approximate both the bow shock shape and the
pressuz , distribution on the wake axis. For supersonic speeds, however,
the presure in the wake may oe approximated as being equal to P , the
free stream pressure.

Fron conservation of mass, a mass ba'ance may be written that relates
the mass flow in the free stream at the shock through a disk of radius
R with the mass flow in the inviscid watke through a disk region of radius
r. This relation is

V -7R = purdr (18)

The integ-aticn on the right-hand side of Equation 18 starts at 6 , the
wake displacement thickness instead of zero in order to account for the
displacing of streamlines by the viscous wake pnenomeaa. The wake
displacement thickness is defined by the relation

Pi U1*2 7 - 7" (PlU 1  pa)rdr (19)
.fo

and may be determined using the viscous wake results.

Equati.,n 18 may be considered to be a relation between properties on a
streamline passing throuph a poilt on the bow shock at a shock radius
R_ and properties on the Lame streaml~ne dowrstream of the body at a
point A, a distance r from the ax~s of the wake. With the bow shock
shape known, then a specific value of Rs corresponds to specific propel -

ties immnediately behind the bow shock for the streamline passing through
that point. If it is assumed that the flow is isentropiL in expanding from
the shock w-.ave on downstream to point A, then Equation 18 i, a relation
betweer: two points with the same entropy, or, in other words, the same
total pressure. The assumption of isentropic flow behind the bow shock
means that any secondary shocks (i._e., .aeke recompression shock and
forebody flare shock) produce negligible changes in entropy. Although
this assumption is possibly open to question, It simplifies the calculation
of Ohe inuisc'd w'ake propcrties ane. is in line with the other assumptions
etnploy yec.

Equation 'I thus provides a means for calculating the total pressure or
entropy it point A, a distance r frorm the wake axis. Furthermore, the
total enthalpy is known since, the inviscid flow may be considered adiabatic.
Finally, with the pressure distribution JAong the axis of the wake known,
an estimate of the static pressure in the inviscid wake can be made by
assumirg that thert are no pressure gradients radiallý in the wake region
i. e._, dp/dr - 0, The complete state of the gas J.t a point A in the invis -

cid wake thus is comrplctelv spcrified in terms of the total pressure, the
total enthalpy, and the static pre ssure In order to facilitate calculations
using the above analysis, the following transfurmatiou is introduced:
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aurdr = p V ndn , (Z0)

and•

x x

Equation 18 then may be i-ewritten as

cuaiVOCR Va ndn j

t or

R : n , (21)

where 6 is the transloz-'- *placernent thickness, and

Pu. (6.1u V (6 1' (22)
0X 00 n

Thus, fr'ir7 Equationi 21 and 2? and assuming 6 known from an analysis
of the viscous wake, the entro'y and total pressure at a point A, lying a
distanc• n 'r'-m the axis i-i 1'e transformed plane, may be determined as
b-ins equa' to tha Lnmn.di-tely behind the bow shock wave at a radiusSR.' . th thm total Press re or entropy known for the streamline, and
wit,. an e-.r;tnate )f h;, batic pressure, the local Mach number at point
A n•.v b, de~errrin 4. This, togethe: with the total enthalpy, gives the
st-atc•i ialpy or Leirperature. The complete state of the gas, includ-
ing he v ziocit'. •,1 density, at suCti a point is thus specified, and the
variation in fluid ?roperties in the transformed (n, xI) plane may thus
be determined. In order to transform the results back into the (X, r)
plane, Equation ?.0 may be used with the result that r and n are related
by the equation,

~r ~ n .

rdr J -oOV n d n (23PI 6n
Since POOVco/pu is known as a function of n, this calculation may be
readily carried out using numerical techniques for the integration. The
variation of such fluid properties as velocity, Mach number, and tem-
perature thus may be calculated as a function of r, the radial distance
from the axis of symmetry.

Using this inviscid wake prediction method with the shock shape as de-
tetained from wind tunnel tests of an Arapahc C with nose cone forebody
as an input, a good correlation between titecty and experimental results

.has been obtained. Figures 8 through 23 show both the experimental
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velocity data points obtained by reducing the measured pressure data
aind the inviscid wake theoretical predicti-.-s for Mach numbers of?2, 3,
4, and 5 for two Reynolds number conditions and for X/'D values between
3 anid 11. The starting point for the inviscid wake predictioa is noted
in the figures, and in all instances the theor is within 10 percent of the
experimental values. Thus, the degree of correlation is certainly ac-
ceptable for engineering calculations.

The accuracy of the inviscid wake theory will be limited to some extent
by the accuracy of the inputted shock shape. In performing the mass flow
balance, theory does not consider the embedded shock produced by the
forebody flare or the recompression shock wave formed in the wake neck
region due. to the added complexity required to include those considera-tions.

Although there is some data scatter and also some difference between
Y/D plane experimental values and the Z/D planie exper'imental valuea
due in part to the fact that thet Z/D values were measured in the plane
of the strut, the extent of the correlation between theory and experiment
is sufficient for engineering calculations in: the wake. The accu'racy of
the correlation improves for larger values oi X/D. In the r~egion of
X/D = 3 that is quite near the wake neck and the recornprcssion wake
shock. the wake prediction method, while still adequate, is I-ss accurate.

5. ITERATIVE WAKE SOLUTION

inviscid wake, an iterative s~lution was performed to compute the viscous
wake profiles. This was done in order to obtain coxitinuous proliles of
the wake properties acrez- the total wage (visccius + inviscid) since the
viscous wake edge conditions were or-iginzlly calculat.zd b.&sed on the flow
through the normal portion of the bow shock wave fa~s pe:- '.oundary layer
analysis) and did not match the edge value obtained frcm the mass flow
balance performed in the inviscid wake.

The iterat~ior. procedure, whicn has been programmed, computes the
viscous wake properties, baati w. a rL iiseu; value oi Mach number, MI,
at the edge of the viscous wake. The revised value of 1-4 is obtained
from the mass flow balance performed in the inviscid wak analysis and
is that value of M, piedirted by the mnasL Kow ba~ance corresponding to
the edge location predicted by the initial viscous wake run. This new M
value is used as an input for a second pasz (first iteration) through the
visco-' wake program and the inviscid wake program. Although the
above procedure could be repea-eu &,, ii..Aetinice numoer o, times, initial
results have shown that no more than three iterations are necessary to
obtain complete matching of the valscous wake -inviscid wake. edge.

The results based on this iterative solution are shown in Figure,- 8
through 23. The beat correlation for these turbulent viscous w,-..e cases
were obtained :::n:Moe~l 3Cwiteratr viscst shown iien tn 3,-a to :z:;0r.
A correlation for lamninar viscou.- wake nias not been nriacle using the

iterative solv.-or. This value ui K = 0. 0(,j is below the 'rangp o' values
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By performing the iteration solutlon that changes the consideratiQon '• Ihe
flow through the normal shock as in standard boundary layer theory to
flow through a locally oblique shock as used on this program, the value
of K yielding a satisfactory cý'rrelatiozn has been changed. Prior to the
use of the iterative solution with the v;,cous wake, reasonable correla-
tions between experiment and theory were obtained for value, of K = 0. 025
with Models 3 and/or 4. Until mor,. experimyiental data become available
on the effects oi other parameters (such .s the wake neck as a starting
point rather than rear stagnation point mentioned in Item 3, e of this
se:tion, on the results of the predictive method, an acceptable range of
K values cannot be exactly determined. Thus, it is beli-ved that the
current use of K = 0. 005 with the iterated solution is acceptable as an
engineering solution insofar as achieving and maintaining a general
theoretical approach to the wake description.

6. FLOW FIELD COMPUTER PROGRAM

An integrated computer program has been developed arnl programmed in
FORTRAN IV for use on the IBM 360-40 and I1M 7094 computers. The
program is based on the forebody program of Section II and the wake
analyses of Section IU..

The computer program can determine the properties of the inviscid and
viscous wake preceding a decelerator and consists of the following sub-
programs:

1. Forebody flow field (ML, L'1 and PTL)

2. Boundary layer, laminar and turbulent (0, M*)

3. Viscous wake, laminar and turbulent (ML, PL' and
TL) 4

4. Inviscid wake (ML, PL' and TL)

5. Iteration (on Items 3 and 4 above)

The following inputs must be specified to utilize the integrated program:

1. Free stream conditiors

2. Forebody geometry and wall temperature

3. Bow shock shape

4. Bou..dary layer constant, K (0 or 1)

5. Wake , K and K

6. Number of iterations to be performed

Optional inputs (whlch will be calculated in the program if not specified)
include:
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1• 1. Boundary layer transition Reynolds number or transi-
tion point location

Z. Forebody flow field (ML, PLI and PTL)

Copies of this computer program may be obtained from AFFDL (FDFR),
WPAFB, Ohio 45433 by request.
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SECTION IV

PARASONIC 'ARACHUTE PERFORMANCE

I. PERFORMANCE FACTORS

The performance of PARASONIC parachutes is described according to
two basic criteria: drag and stabf!ity. The primary facte-v that influ-
ence the performance are listed below.

i. Canopy shape

2. Canopy porosity

3. Free stream Mach number

4. Free stream Reynolds number

5. Forebody shape

6. Downstream location of thc canopy inlet (X/D)

7. Ratio of canopy area to forebody base area (/Ab)

The first two parameters, canopy shape and ,)rosity, were held coh.itant
in this performance evaluation. All parachute testing was conducted
with PARASONIC parachutes, thereby constraining the canopy shape.
The selection of PARASONIC parachutes was made based on the high
degree of inflatior stability and si.rctural integrity exhibited by these
parachutes. The FARASONIC parachutes are members of the Hyperflo
farnily of supersonic parachutes and are distinguished from standard
HIperflo parachutes by comparison of canopy profiles. The PARASONIC
parachutes are consts, -Led with an uninflated shape which approximates
the fully inflated shape of a st,-ndard Hyperflo parachute (see Figure 28).
When inflated, the PARASONIC canopy is free from excess material.
thereby reducing "flagging" loads which have been found to lead to pre-
mature canopy failure. Thc porosity was held constant for all parachutes
to further limit tile number of variables.

An experimental Wst program was conducted to determine the effects
of the remaining parameters on the PARASONIC parachute performance.
The analysie of the efects of these parlimeters is presented herein. Th~e
experimental test program is discussed in detail in Appendix V.

2. WIND-TUNNEL TEST SUMMARY

The FARASONLC parachutes described above were deployed behird A 4
three forebody configurations shown in r igure 29, The basic Ari, .lo C
forebody is a 0. 182-scale model of the Arapaho C free-flight test vehicle
and consists of a probe nose; a cylindrical centerbody; and a symmt.trical,
flared afterbody, The Arapaho C with nose cone forebody has a center-
body and afterbody identical to the basic Arapaho C; however, the probe
nose was replaced with - conical nose with a spherical tip. The third
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forebody consisted of a blunted elliptical cone with a nose shape identical
to the nose used on the second forebody.
Two types of PARASONIC canopies were tested. One type was con-

structed with a prewoven Nomex fine-mesh cloth as the raof material,
and the second type was constructed with a hand-woven coarse-mesh
roof. Two canopy sizes were tested so that a canopy area to forebody
base area ratio of 3. 425 could be obtained lor all forebodies. As stated
earlier, all canopies were conctructed with the same tot;il aerodynamic
porosity. The construction details for the parachute models are shown
in Appendix V.

Two series of parachute performance tests we:.e conducted under this
program. The first aerie;, of tests (WT-IIB) was of sufficient scope to
produce enough data to determine the effects of the aforementioned para-
meters on the parachute performance. The second series of perfor-nanct!
tests (WT-VI) was conducted using a redesigned drag measurement sys-
tern to obtain data having a higher degree of accuracy as the comparative
basis for the drag predictive method discussed in Section V. The re-
sults of this series of tests were also used to validate the results of the
first series of tests. A summary of the test conditions for both series
of tests is shown in Table IV.

Results obtained from the parachute performance tests are presented in
Appendix V. Both drag and stability parameters were determined. The
base pressure to free stream static pressure (Pb/P) values were re-
corded to indicate the degree of modification of the forebody wake due
to the proxirniq! of the attached decelerator. Table V lists the P b/POD
ratios for th three forebodies without a decelerator immersed in the
inner wake.

Cof•ipar4ion of the values in Tables V with the results presented in Ap-
%p~e MA. gives an indication of the degree of wake modification. The re-
n maiaing parameters listed in Appendix Vdescribe the stability and drag
"6-aracterirtict of the parachute. General stability comments are dis-
Cus,,•e ir. lzerr' 8. below.

3.- NUWM3ER EFFECTS

Figuiires 30 and 31 illustrate the effects of the tree stream Mach number
on the drag coefficient of PARASONIC modelb behind the Arapaho C with
ncse cone and the blunted elliptical -one forebodies. The trend of de-
creasing drag coefficient with increosing Mach number shown in these
figures is typical of supersonic parachute performance. The Mach num-
ber effect, however, is interrelated with forebody shapes, parachute
axial location (X/D1. and canopy to forebody base area ratio (Ac/A 1.
The major interrelationship of interest is the combination of Mach num-
ber. X/D. and A /Ab v,-ies at which sever modification of the forebody
wake is encounte]ed. It nas been found that for a given forebody-parA-
chute combination, the Axial location at which severe modification is
encountered increases 4ts the free stream Mach number increaseR.
Further discussion ate, clation of the free stream Mach number
and other influencir e.ters is presented in applicable sections.
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TABLE IV - PARACHUTE PERFORMANCE TEST

CONDITIONS SUMMARY

S~qo

(psi) X/D

Forebody Merh AC/Ab MoD Mmn Max Min Max

W T -lIB

Basic Small 3.425 Z, 3, 4, 5 0.5 1.5 4 5 8
ArapahoC Large 3. 425 2, 3, 4, 5 0.5 1.5 4.5 8

Small 5.9 3, 4 0.5 1.5 6.0 9

Large 5.9 3, 4 0.5 1.5 6.0 8

Blunted elliptical Small 1.99 2, 3, 4. 5 0.5 1.5 4.0 8
cone Large 1.99 3, 4 0.5 1.- 4.0 8

Small 3.425 2, 3, 4, 5 0.5 1.5 4.5 8

Large 3.425 2, 3, 4, 5 0.5 1.5 4.5 8

Arapaho C with Small 3.425 2, 3, 4. 5 0.5 1.0 4.5 8
nose cone Large 3.425 2. 3, 4. 5 0.5 1.0 4.5 8

Small 5.9 3,-4 0.5 1.0 6.0 10

Large i.9 3. 4 0.5 1.0 6.0 10

WT.-VI

Arapaho C with Small 3.425 2. 3, 4, 5 1.0 1.0 5.0 7

nose cone Large 3.425 Z, 3, 4, 5 1.0 1 0 5.0 7

Blunted ellipticaliSmall 3.425 2, 3, 4, 5 0.5 0.5 15.0 7
coneLarge 3.415 2, 3, 4 75 0,5 5.0 7

TABLE V - FOREBODY P /P RATIOS

b a

PPPb/ P oo

M 2 M 3 M 4 m 5 5
Forebody 00 Mk M5

Basic Arapaho C 0 56 O.Z5 0.23 0.24

Arapaho C with nose cone 0.50 0.24 0. 19 0.17

BIlnted elliptical cone 0.49 0.29 0. 17 0. 15
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4. REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS

in all cases during the pararhute performance tests, the Reynolds num-
bers were such that the boundary layer at the base of the forebody was
turbulent; the viscous portion of the wake was, therefore, also toirbulent.
Any variations in parachute drag due to operation in a laminar viscous
wake could not, therefore, be determined.

The variation of parachute drag behind a given forebody depends on the
profile of the flow field entering the parachute. A slight variation of
velocity profiles with a variation in total pressure can be seen in Fig-
ures 8 through 15. For the wake survey tests, the tenperatures were
held constart at each Mach number; the variation of Reynolds number
can be directly related with the variation of total pressu, e. Considering
that the Reynolds number variation for the para:hute tests was approxi-
mately half the variation for the wake survey tests, and that the wake
profiles shown in Figures 8 through IS do not indicate significant varia-
tions with Reynolds number, it can be safely assumed that the changes in
parachute drag over the range of Reynolds numbers tested will Le very
slight.

From the wi-A-tunnel test resultz of WT-I1B, a slight correlation between
,ariations of Reynolds number and variations of drag coefficient magni-
tude was observed. However, inaccuracies of the drag :neasurcrrn-nt
system may have affected the repeatability of these slight 'rend-;. Fig-
ures 3Z through 35 illustrate the effect of the free stream Reynoids

SMO. ¶A b my:5.

0.5 Z5 S-A-

-L AR_ t

Figure 3i Draj j oefficitnt w-rsus Unit Reynoids Number, Basic

Arapaho C Forebody (MI - 2 and 3)
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number on various fo-cebody-parachute combinations. The Canopy loca-
tion. of X/D =6 was chosen because of the near optimum perloc-mance
exhibited by the parachutes at this location.

T:- fiqures indicate thai., behind the blunted elliptical cone model, 'there
is a slight increase in drag coefficient with an increas~e of Reynolds n~um-
ber. However the Reynolds number tre-nds appear to be reversed for
the axisymmetric forebody, An explan~ation of this trend reversal has
not bee'n determined.

5, FOREBODY EFFECTS

Of the three for~body m'odelez used in the parachute performance testing,
two (the b.f~ic Arapaho tI and the Arapaho C with nose cone forebodie.0
were axi-syinmetric; the. third (blunted eiliptical cone) had an elliptical
cross section at the base. The third model was tested to simulate the
wake of a lifting re-entry body.

The forebody effects on drag coefficient niagnitudes are shown in Fig-
ure 36. The data sh-own on this figure were obtained from the second
series of tests (WT-VI) and reflect a high degree of accuracy. The
data indicate the effects of f-rebody asymnmetry on parachute perfor-
mance . ',he FARASONIC performance appears to have a higher degree
of Macb -,umber sensitivity in the wake of the asymm-etric forebody as
opposed to the axisymmetr 4 c forebody. The forebody effect is most
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apparent at Mao 3. At M = 2, the effect is not quite as apparent;
however, the Mw, =Z data for the axisymmetric forebody may be in
error due to slight damage of the canopy suspension line,. This damage
is discussed further in Item 6, below. At M, - 5, the low drag coeffi-
cient values for the blunted elliptical cone data are attributed to severe
wake modification. This also is discussed further in Item 6.

6. CANOPY AXIAL LOCATION EFFECTS

The axial location of the canopy aft of the forelody was found to become
critical at the extreme ends of the X/D range tested. At the near X/D
locations (X/D = 4 to 4. 5), the proximity of the canopy to the forebody
base resulted in severe wake deformations. In sorne cases, the modi-
fication was of such severity that the wake was considered to be "blown;"
i. e., flow leaving the foreb-)dy basc separates and passes around, rather than
through, the canopy. In th3 blown wake conditions the flow field entering
the canopy is subsonic and an extremely low drag coefficient results.
At canopy inlet locations greater than X/D = 7, the oscillation stability
was fcund to be very time dependent and, at times, the oscillations be-
came divergent in nature. The breathing action of the parachute also
appeared to be X/D dependent, with the magnitude of the breathing in-
creasing with decreasing distance between canopy and forebody base.
From a stability standpoint, therefore, the optimum location of the
canopy inlet was found to be at approximately X/D = 6.

Figure 30 indicates that at the X/D = 6 canopy inlet position, the drag
coefficient is also optimized. When the Mach number 2 data (which do
not follow this trend) are examined in more detail, and specifically the
oscillation angles associated with these data points, it can be shown that
the upper two data points exhibited oscillation angles varying from 10deg
to 13 deg; the middl.! two data points, angles from 6 deg to 8 deg; and
the lower two data points, no oscillations. The three data points for the
small-mesh parachutes at the Mach 2 conditions were affected by a near
failure of the parachute. Immediately after completion of the Mach 2
points, inspection of the small-mesh parachute indicated some slippage
of the suspension lines at the pointof attachmentto thi- swivel. The slip-
page of the suspension lines was such that the parachute inletwas no longer
normal to the flow.

The drag coefficient data presented in Figure 35 for the blunted elliptical
cone model also indicates a near opti. urm canopy location at X/D = 6
except for the Mach number 5 conditions. For X/D's = 5 and 6 at Mo =
5, and X/D = 5 at Mou = 4, the modification of the wake was such that
the parachute inflated with an elliptical shape norm.,! to the flow with the
major axis of the elliptical canopy in the same plane as the major axis
of the elliptical forebody base. The degree of ellipticity was most severe
at the Moo = 5, X/D = 5 test point. At these test points, the canopy was
virtually motionless.

7. PARACHUTE TO FOREBODY BASE AREA RATIO EFFECTS

The parachute to forebody base area ratios (A /Ab) varied only during
the first series of parachute performance test5 (WT -IB), and the data
acc'iracy may have influenced any slight trends. The Ac/Ab effects can
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be seon on Figures 32 to 35. It does appear that the smalle A /Ab
ratio* exhibit slightly smaller drag coefficient values for the b~nied
elliptical cone data. For the smaller area ratio (1. 99), the viýicous
portion of the wake is considered to have a noticeable effect orn the drag
coefficient value. The trend of smal1ler drug coefficient values with the
smaller area ratio io not apparent in the Basic Arapaho C data. In this
case, the smaller arvea ratio (3. 425) in great enough that the viscous
portion of the wake has little effect on the drag coefficient.

The primary effect of A C/Ab , as discussed previouily, is associated
with the canopy location at which wake modification is encountered.
Reference 32 indicates that the X/D position of the parachute behind the
forebody at which wake modification occurs is directly proportional to
the ratio of the parachute size to the f..;rebody size. The results of the
wind-tunnel tests conducted under this progranm tend to substantiate this
statement. At the Moo 5 , X/D = 6, conditions (WT-LIB) for the blunted
elliptical cone tests, severe canopy breathing and wake modification
were encountered for the AC/Ab = 3. 425 tesrt points. H-owever, for

A A= 1. 99 at the same Mach numrber, no adverse effects were en -
countered at X/D = 6, and only slight wake modification observed at

bodies; however, the effects were not nearly so severe.

8. GENER.AL. STABILITY

It was observed that with the decelerator positioned at a lairge X/L) loca-
tion, the oticillations induced in the parachute became divergent in nature,
anti axiai repositioning was required.

The observations led to the conclusion that a near optimum X/D position
should exist where the minimum inflation -oscillation instability is prc-
sent. This near optimum X/D position was observed to be at X/D=6.

The drag oscillation frequency (f,) doe3 not appear to be Mach-number
dependent within the range tested. The canopy oscillation angles (a) and
oscillation frequencies (f&) show a decrease in magnitude with increasing
Mach number. The breathing frequencies (fbI did riot appear to be Mach-
number dependent. However, behind the blunt-d elliptical cone, the
breathing pulsations were tlirp. dependtrnt and usually oi sm-all mnagnitude
so that brtathing frequencies cinuld not be determitied. This indicates
that although the drag coefficient experienctes degradation with increas-
ing Mach number, the stability- ib enhanced.

The canopy oscilladtions were of dillerent forro, Lei.ind the two furebodie~.
BehInd the basic Arapaho C, tht osicillation~s wore. predomiriately of the
coning type in which any point 'ri the ri.4cr line follk;*s -a circular path

* . in a plane normal to the direc~tion of flow. .ikehlad the bii~nted elliptical

cone, few coning oscillations. were ohiserved. COscillAtions. behird theI
blunted elliptical cone were ped~o~in~inltty in the vt-rrical plane. H-ow-
ever, in~ some cases at far. VD p)to~.the oscJ0,atior.s n the verti-
sqal plane werv combined with liigber AfequeriýDCly 0sciU~flons in the hori-
zontal plane, A poiint on the r'eer lare. then, tracers zs zig -zalg path.
Unfotunately, frequencies Motd amplithefdCs Onh. niot be dettrmined for
oscillations in tiie herizont.4 1 p Ukie-
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Inflation stability for parachutes -,erating behind the blunted elliptical
cone was highly X/D sensitive. • t all cases w~th the large-
diameter parachute positioned at X/ 1. 5, severe caaopy breathing
pulsations and wake deformations wt r ne..t, ýered. Behind the basic
Arapaho C, at the same X/D, Ac/Ab r. ,' with the same roof mesh,
canopy breathing pulsations and wake de.irmities were less severe.

Throughout the tunnel tests, on-line observations indicate( that the
canopy was assuming an elliptical bape normal to the direction of flow
while operating behind the blunted elliptical cone. The I ,•ree of ellip-
ticity increased with increasing Mach number and dec-e_ t.ng canopy
X/D location. This ellipticity could not, however, be deterrmined from
the photographic coverage.

The type of roof mesh was found to have little effect on osc illatio.K am. -
plitudes or frequency, but to have an effect on inflatiori stability (brelth-
ing pulsations). The large-mesh canopies, being much more ,igid tha..
the small-mesh canopies, did not exhibit the high-frequency, low-ampli-
tude canopy flutter observed with the small-mesh canopies. The large-
magnitude canopy pulsations, referred to as breathing, were encountered
with both canopies.

42
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SECTION V

DRAG PREDICTION

I. GENERAL

This section presents a method for calculating the pressure drag of
PARASONIC parachutes ope.rating in supersonic axisymmetric wakes.
The method uses the local wake profiles as the flow environment and the
flow through a curved shock wavy lo determine pressure distribution on
the parachute canopy. This is a gi 'at improvement over previous meth-
ods (Reference 33), which assume flow conditions at the parachute inlet
equal to the free stream conditions ahead of the forebody and a normal
shock standing at the parachute inlet. The canopy flow field in this
analysis is determined using the following basic assumptions:

1. A detached, curved, *hock is present ahead of the
canopy inlet.

2. The presence of the canopy in the wake produces
negligible distortions of the wake flow field.

3. The flow is sonic through the roof grid.

4. The flow stagnates at solid portions of the canopy
roof.

5. Secondary effects due to separated flow and skin
friction can be largely ignored.

2. FLOW FIELD ANALYSIS

The flow analysis begins with the determination of the local fiow para-
•-.ter profiles in the wake. The most important parameters required
for this analysis are the local Mach number (ML), static pressure (PL).pitot pressur'e (Pt ), and dynamic pressure (qJ)" These profiles,

obtained either frjl'n experrnental tests or suitable analytical prediction
as described in Section 11 of this report, represent wake profiles that
are free from any adverse effects caused by the presence of a trailing
body in the wake flow field. The "free" wake profiles, therefore, cannot
be considered valid for the cases in which the trailing parachutes have

been known to modify the wake c!-ucture radically. Figures 37 and 38,
traced directly from schlieren photographs obtained during wind-tunnel
tests (Section IV), illustrate the effect of the parachute axial positioning
on the wake flow structure. The flow-field modification is quite evident
with the parachute inlet positioned at X/D = 4.5. With the parachute in-
let positioned at X/D = 8, however, the wake trailing shock does not
appear to be deformed. The position of the trailing shock indicates.
however, that the presence of the parachute causes a slight widening of
the wake neck. This slight modification of the wake is not considered
in the drag prediction analysis.
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WAKI TRAtLMO SHOCK

AftAPAI4O C WfTH NWaG CON9

0 240Sto

Figure 37 -Wake and Parachute Shock Structure (M.,= 3)

AIRAeAHO C Ill T" WOOM COME

Figure 38 -Wake and Parac-mtc Shock Struvi~ri IM. 5)
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On the assumption that the wake profiles have been determined, the
next step in the flow analysis is to select profiles at an axial station
immediately ahead of the canopy oblique shock. When this procedure
is used, the influence of the parachute confluence point and suspension-
lines on the flow field is neglected. This simplifies the analysis but
may influence the accuracy of the predictive method.

Analyses of schlieren photo& show that two general types of shocks ap-
pear around the supersonic parachute: detached inline shocks and at-
tached shocks at the canopy inlet. The shape and stand-off distance of
the inline shock is determined by the local Mach number profile and the
aerodynamic porosity of the canopy (Reference 34). The shape of the
attached shock is determined by the shape of tle canopy and by the Mach
number profil: behind the pi rachute inline shock and is p- esent only
when the flow at the inlet edge is supersonic. The shap of the attached
inlet shock need not be known for tht drag prediction ann' sis. The
shape of the inline shock must, however, be known in order to determine
the pressure distribution inside the canopy. The shape of the inline
shocl, unfortunately, is not easily predicted. The shock wave oscilla-
tions encountered with relatively low-porosity canopies (Reference 34)
along with the interaction of the shock wave and the flexible suspension
lines result in a very unstable inline shock and, therefore, a nonsteady
flow field entering the canopy inlet. Inflation and oscillation stability
also affect the stability of the inline shock. The flow analysi,, then,
assuumes the canopy to be motionless and the in!ine shock to be quasi-
steady.

Analysis of the schlieren photos indizate one other interesting phenomenon
associated with the cat.ipy inline shock. In some cases a seemingly in-
tense and steady inline shock would lose its identity at the very center.
This "hole" in the center of the shock irndicates subsonic flow conditions
at the wake centerline. The subsonic core at the wake centerline is
most probably caused by the form;.tion of a wake by the parachute attach-
ment swivel and confluence ring. In cases where the forebody wake
centerline velocity is at low supersonic velocities, further deceleration
of the flow by the swivel and conflience ring then results in a subsonic
core of air entering the, parachute inlet.

3. CANOPY PRESSURFE ZASTRIBUTION

The pressure distribution on the supersonic parachute canopy is deter-
mined by two flow piihs: internal, through the canopy. and external,
around the canopy. The flow field in which the canopy is engulfed is
influenced bv the detached oblique shock Ahead of the canopy. With f'ee
stream profiles obtained from experiment or from the method described
in Section III and a detached shock wave shape determined from either
experiment or some app!ýcable predict-ve method. Alow parai-et-ro aft
of the detached shock wave may be determined by the use of oh!;que
shock relations. Both the total and static pressures 6re required to
determine the pro.ssure distribution or, the canopy. In t0e absence of
fu. ther perturbations aft of the shock waves, the parameters Are com-
bined within s!ream layers. If the shock is discor.tinuous at the -wake
centerlne region, the flow is stil! considered isentrop;c and is treated
as one-dimensional aad compressible.

69
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The axial velocities in the stream layers are assumed to stagnate on
the solid portions of the canopy mesh and on the canopy roof cap (s&.e
F•lpze 33). The surfaces of the canopy skirt, however, are assumed
to be acted upon by the static pressure of the stream layer entering the
parachute at the inlet edge. The parachute canopy acts as a supersonic
diffuser in that the flow inside is decelerated. and the kinetic energy of
the flow is converted to a pressure rise. At each mesh opening the flow
is assumed to be sonic; the static pressure in the opening is then

Pe = 0. 528 O P te

The external flow influence on the canopy is divided into two ,'-gions.
The first region is skirt surface, beginning at the inlet edge and ending
at the juncture of the skirt material and the roof mesh. From the lead-
ing edge of the skirt to the point of maximum camber, the skirt is as-
sumed to have a constant slope, and the pressures on this surface are
assumed to follow conical flow theory. Along the skirt surface aft of
the point of maximum camber, the flow expands and is assurned to te
analogous to the flow over a rirg-type airfoil, whereon the pressure
coefficient along the upper surface may determined from Revference 35 af

4. PRESSURE DRAG COEFFICIENT EVALUATION

The pressure drag associated with a cuperscnic parachute ;s the major
drag component, and its analytically determined -nagnitude is an accu-
rate estimation of the total drag of the parachute. Determination of
secondary drag components is beyond the scope of this anayi3. The
pressure drag is evaluated using the method described below.

The pressure drag is evaluated by a summation of the axial comnponents
of the pressure differential actini on th'.e parachute canopy (see Figure 40).

Exaýwdning a ring ot radius r. and width ds, the tangent at point A inter-
sects the parachute ccnterline at an angle •. The surface area of the
ring is 'hen

dA -fZirds

but

d= dr csc V

therefore.

dA - Z1 csc r~r

Tht pressure dqfc rertia.i act8ig -6n Otte ritig ,s
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Figure 40 - Canopy Cros. Section

and the force perpendicular to the surface is the pressure differential
* multiplied by the surface area. The component of tne force parallel to

the Farachute centerline is the axial drag force and can be expressed as

dD = &P('X .in
S• ir I

= .. a. Pcc sin rdr

27TAP rdr

The pressure drag of the canopy is equal to

Dp q CDA ZiT i Pidr

r
0

and the drag coeffici-nt is then

- 2r.
CD 16R) Prdr•
~DP 2

0

Simplified and put in nondimentional form, the radii are
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For regions of constant pressure differential, the incremental pressure
drag coefficient can be expressed as

ACI
To simplify the calculation procedure, this equation may be rewritten as

'A DP (C P internal C P exterr'al 2 r

or 
2 21

ACDIP = AC (R)

The total pressure-drag coefficient is then

ni

C AC
CDP DP

5. RESULTS

Using the methods described in Item 4 above, several sampie cakluia-
tions were made and compared to drag coeffic-ient values obtained in ex-
perimenta' tests (Appendix V). For the sample calculations, the para-
chute canopy was broken up into 11 annular rings, each assumed to have
a uniform pressure differential across its surface. The location and
size of these integration strips was based on the construction of thz.
parachute models tested and on the pressure distribution on the canopy.
Figure 39 shov. s the canopy construction and the coordinates of the
inteb ration strips.

Strips I through 3 make up the total skirt surface. Strips 4 through 9
comprise tl-e mesh portion of the canopy roof. These stxips are divided
into open and closed areas. Strips 4 and 6 are the open strips and equal
the total open area of the canopy. Strips 10 and II correspond to the non-
porous cap on the canopy roof. The choice of I I integratioi strips was
deemed sufficient for obtaining reasonaLle results from the initial calcu-
lations,

The wai profiles used for the initial calculations were obtained from
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wind-tunnel tests (Appendix V). The wake profiles were obtained in both
horizontal and vertical planes during the wind-tunnel tests. However,
the forebody mounting strut was in the horizontal plane, and the wake
n. •asurements in that plane were considered to be influenced by the wake
of the strut. The wake profiles in the vertical plane were then used and
were assumed to be axisyrnmetric. The shock shapes were obtained

directly from schlieren photographs of the test items. From the shock
shape and wake profiles, the conditions aft of the shock were determined.
A first assumption was that the streamlines aft of the shock remain
parallel to the wake axis. The results of computations made using this
assumption indicated that accounting for any radial transposition of the
streamlines would not substantially increase the accuracy of the calcu-
lation method.

Table VI lists the conditions and calculated values for one of the test
cases. In Figure 41, results obtained using the drag predictive method
are compared with experimental wind-tunnel data (Section IV). Table VII
presents the same data in tabular form. The selection of canopy axial
positioning at each Mach number was based on parachute stability and
the availability of a well defined shock shape from schlieren photographs.
As can be seen, there is good correlation between the calculated and
experimental values. In most of the test cases the calculated values
have rinaller magnitudes than the corresponding experimental data. The
accuracy of the method does not appear to be highly Mach-number de-
pendent; however, as the Mach number increases, the possibility of wake
modification due to proximity o decelerator and forebody becomes greater.

TABLE VI - SAMPLE CALCULATION DATA

Wake profile parameters

:1~ M 1 ~2 ~t2 C4-J. | Y/D (psf) 1 9 2inO (psf) (psf) pZ pt2 pe pconical pext

0 28.40 0.70 ...... .. . 30.4... .0756.. ..

0.2 28.40 1.70 440 1.18 41.4 66.9 .0904 .267 .048 . .. .. ,

0.3 7.60 1.92 400 1.23 44.J 68.8 .114 .86 .055 .. .

0.5 28.80 2.70 380 1.66 87.8 116.8 .410 .610 .228 . . . ...

0.6 28.20 2.76 380 1.70 90.4 119.0 .431 .630 .241 .360 .017

*These data were rcaiated at the following free streaym conditions: 1) para-
Schute - MOD = 3.00, qoo = 0.98 psi, Re/in = .069 X 10 X/D = 6.0, PtAM
5. 7 psi; apid (2) wake measurements .. Mau 3. 00, q0, 1. 01 psi, Re/'in.

0.69 x 100, X/D = 3. Pt = 5.9 psi.

+Conical flow theory

Ring airfoil theory
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Figure 41 - Correlation of Experimental and Calculated CD Values

TABLE VI- EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED DRAG

COEFFICIENT VALUES ]
(CD) CDW(CD)X 100 *1MOD X/D CDP exp DP/CD

e~xy-

2 5 0.734 0.850 86.4

7 0.873 0.950 92.0

3 5 0.585 0.494 118.3

6 0.482 0.563 85.7

4 5 0.369 0.423 87.3
7 0.361 0.340 106.0

5 6 0.260 0.376 69.2

7 0.320 J0.342 93.5

i
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The pressuro drag is the major drag component, and the theoretically de-
termined drag magnitude is an excellent indication of the supersonic
parachute performance. Evaluation of other drag-influencing parameters

I. listed below could possibly enhance the accuracy of the predictive method.

I. Skin friction

2. Separated flow effects

S3. Confluence point and suspension line effects

4. Effective porosity variation due to flew compressibility

Calculation of drag components attributed to these phenomena does not
appear practical from an engineering standpoint; therefore, only trends
are dircussed.

The skin-friction drag can be neglected without sacrificing appreciable
accuracy. The drag component attributed to separated flow effects ma;-
have a slight effect on the accuracy; however, evaluation of this com-
ponent does not appear practical. The influence of the confluence point
and suspension lines has been studied (Reference 34). and results indi-
cate that the number of suspension lines does affect the internal pressure
distribution on the canopy. The effect of the confluence point and sus -
pension lines has been taken into account somewhat in that the shock

shapes used for the initial calculations were obtained in the presence of
the confluence point and suspension lines. The variation of effective
porosity with Mach number does not appear to be an appreciable factor
when dealing with the low porosities associated with supersonic para-
chutes.

Recommendations for future work are included in Section VII.

i7
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS

I. A method of solution was developed to predict the flow field properties
as well as the boundary layer momentum thiickness and momentum de-
fect over axisymmetric, asymmetric, and two-dimensional forebodies.

2. A niethod of solution was developed to predict the properties of the wake
flow field behind an axisymnmetric forebody in a supersonic free stream.

3. These methods have been programmed in FORTRAN IV. Results using
this program have shown good agreenent with experimental wake re-
sults over a large range of free -st.-e.m Mach numbers and axial loca-
tions aft of the forebody base.

4. A method for calculating supersonic par..chute drag using wake profiles
as free-stream conditions was developed.

5. Results using the parachute erag predictive method have been compared
with experimental data and good agreement has been shown.

6. The results of the PARASONIC parachute performance tests indicate
that, although the drag coefficien d&-creases with increasing Mach num-
ber, stability generally is enihanced. The effects of wake asymmetry on
parachute performance becarne more pronounced as the Mach number
increased. The d.:ag coefficient values did not show any repeatable
trends associated with Reynolds rumber or type of roof mesh.

(Reverse Is blank)
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SECTION VII

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following tasks are recommended as desirable improvements to the fore-
body, wake, and decelerator analyses:

I Forebody anaynsis .- Improve the turbulent boundary layer
momentum defect calculation by using advanced methods
for determining body friction coefficients

2. Viscous wake analysis
a. ~Better determine the starting point for the wake calcu-

lation and consider modification of the starting point
from the rear stagnation point to the viscous wake
neck I

b. Extend the analysis to flows with Prandti iiumber not
equal to I

c. Include the effect of axial pressure gradient (this
would increase the complexity of the analysis)

d. Develop a solution for the near wake region (this would
require a major effort).

3. Inviscid wake analysis
a. Include the effect of radial pressure gradients

b. Account for the effect of embedded oblique shock wakes
(wake recompression shock and flare shock) on the
inviscid wake profiles

4. Wake solu.con
a. Investigate methods for matching the viscous wake

and iuviscid wake edge conditions

b. Apply the wake solution to additional experimental
data to determine the choice of viscosity model and
viscosity coefficient that best correlates theory and
experiment

c. Perform a sensitivity analysis to determine which

the solution the most

.5 Drag prediction

a. Extend the drag predictive analyses to apply to non-
porous decelerators

b. Conduct experimental tests on rigid decelerator
models of simple geometry (for example, cores and
spheres) arid correlate with analytical results

(Reverse is blank)
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APPENDIX I

BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY

I. LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY

For the methods developed by Kemp, Rose, and Detra (Reference 1) for
calculating boundary layer properties and, in particular, calculating
momentum thickness (0), Stetson (Reference 6) has presented an em-
pirical correlation of the results of the numerical solutioni for 0, which
is given by

0.i 9p0 4'04 0.386
0 k•(G. 4 9 1)(l 0.0900 e"(24)

PeUe r

Hcre,

s2k

and s is the distance from the stagnation point as measured along the
surface of the body: k = 0 for two-dimensional flow, and k = I for
axisymmetric flow. For nonaxisymmetric flow, one of these two cases
must be used as a suitable approximation. For example, a flat delta of
small thickness ratio is best approximated as a two-dimensional body,
while an elliptical body with its major and minor axes on the same order
of magnitude is more suitably approximated as a quasiaxisymmetric
body (k = 1).

In the above equations, the subscript e denotes local conditions at the
edge of the boundary layer, while w denotes local gas conditiors at the
wall. The effect of 03, the pressure gradient parameter, is srmall in
Equation 24. This can be seen since 0 ranges from one at a two-dimen-
sional stagnation point to tero in a zero pressure gradient region; thus,
a typical value lor 0 represents no more than a 10 percent correction.

In Equation 24, e represents an effective surface distance that considers
the prior boundary layer history. For purposes of calculation, can
be rewritten as

(AirV w 2k + I *

(S) P ' (26)
1w

where

~s/R .(7P• u

- 4 ir \2k i Z7

__ 
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_0 
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Ps is t?'e forebody nose stagnation pressure, VC0 the free-stream velocity,
and R the base radius for an axisymmetric body or an effective base
radius for a nonaxisymmetric body) assuming U/IT - constant.

he boundary layer momentum thickness, 0o, can be rewritten in terms of
The result is

IroI

0~, o 0 9 .09. . )(8
lpuR, \tz/77p I /Z ,k~p# 0. U4

Here, t an be evaluated from

-Then the local bondry layer momentum is known, M can be evaluated
from

M I f 2 uOeds (30)

circumference

where ds is a circ•mferential increment of length. From Equation 28,
Peu 0 can be written as

00Z S.0.o,0pO.,, * TS 1/.
"pu•.z {,V'ov Z / 0R (Vl/2(T)1/2 (0. 4

0C -W

Thus, the integral ir. Equation 30 c" bf rv,..ei roeaidily oncz tht •• •al
flow properties hive been used to evatuate Of, j/.. and 0.eUP Far a

circular body and by evaluating the integral 3t the base,

For a body with , elliptical cr:ss sect:or Mtan be txp"S'.eP as

~. G9 R "
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where, because of the symmetry, it is only necessary to integrate over
one quadrant,and where

s i n 'd c o sg , 1

drical body.

Once the inviscid flow properties along the edge of the body bundary

layer are known, and assuming the wall temperature is known or can be
estimated, then the boundary layer momentum thickness and integrated
momentum defý-ct can be evaluated using Equations 28 and 30.

2. TURBULENT 3OUNDARY LAYER THEORY

Unfortunately, the state of knowledge regarding turbulent boundary
layers is not so well developed as in the iaminar case. Thus, although
there have been many approxlmate treatments of tuirbulent flow, most
of which can be supported to some extent by using existing experimental
dat-, there are no "exact" theoretical solutionli (such as those of Kemp,
Rose, and Detra) for laminar flow.

One approximate solution, the results of which iesid themselves to the
present problem, is that of Reshotko and Tuckez "Reference 7). This
solution uses the momentum integral ard mormtent-of-momentum equý- -

tions as simplified using Stewartson's tranrforrnation. To solve these
two equations, a skin friction relation must be used; RPshctko anid Tucker
chic.e the Ludwieg-Tillrnan re!ation in a form suitable for •onpreas;hle
flow with ýieat transfer thrcugh applying the r-.ference en~talpy concep-t.
The .above equations were simpliied iurther by ..s~ng an approximar.•
shear stress Aistributicn and the power a1w ve!(ocity profile.

The mrnoment-of-rm e,etum equalion ; needePi +o acco•nt tor cess.ure
-radient effecte on the boundary layer velocity priA.Zle. The t'+ethod of
Reshotko and Tucker. as a.phed to insulated r. if aes.. "s q0ii.e welt

f-ided. However, for noninsulated or nonad-.batic wali casez thef.method, though quahitativeiy correct, is based on some ipe¢c.datlve
a- •s:umptiona. it-is still anticipated, however, that for su4h C•$0Ct t?-

W-ho -.p...-ld reasornabie quantit.txve results, 7he n-.h~ d Terhiely
. .- p .eesentative oft-he best that can be done w-thxr. the .rceseitt •tatus

Rc ,Uo•and Tucker ir., kelerece . present tneir resut, fer @menturn
t'-ckneps in t- •A a Xransforried z-;omentu-'- thicknes, 8a.. The
traisfo _.d-;.•-•nturn thickness, h.., can be r~ated ta 4.. .al

~u *' -kizness, 0, by
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8 t( + ;1(35)

The soluoian ior 9Is

. .... .0 155 ŽS~kj# 0 ZIS5 MR B R t

t *r

.0732

1 Er e I I5k)
0.01173 J rf(36)~

He re. A~,and are the velocity of- sc.rd and ýýhe ikinern&tic. vias-aity

evaluated at the stagnationl c-~idition; h i(s xz*-ra trean, re

spetivly.Theexponent B'can be exi: .. ed approxiffate1ly as

B 4-.Z + I g1 (37)

where T is the invi scii stgatioi ni,,rature. The 'fer-i'ie temnpera-J

ture, r is gi'J-n A'iý, -:..(T ~T + 0. 2(T -T 3
ree aw .

wI-. re T i,. t-h-e.-dizbatic wall or rvecos.--ty temrnprature'*

The distAn~cz-. r .. Eq-4.tion 36 is the starting P-Pint ~c ¶h ckfao

.1the toid.2r ayer is tu.rbulent over the '.tire 40tty' then 61 0O. &.1.

-&I .,,ati Lon starts At tht f~rbfArd stognation ptdnt. Hoever. -.A th)t

biouzv iry layer is in. ia8It laviinar, then the caic;Aatickr' ~t-,tr At a- .

8'¾arbtilent' *(iarnin~r)

The previ-ausly not-ed ot,-ation fiO- a comnpresuible turbulen. b-:xndarv

Byer (Ev~i 36). ci, be recast in terms of -v turbulent distance Ph

I ra~rflter, ~

I $4
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MB/0 )1. 2155k

_e _ R)_ d. (41)
-T B 'rl•l15)k 0.732 3.26d R

I R three n -To e) e p e s d

The transformed mornentam thickness , then can be expressed as

i.Z 155 [p (TR)1 I2155[ Po(T) 00 .2155 M• I 0 "1' 5 5 4 B

I I t ( ' 2 L .(M .e(T

1. . -1. 55-k

O.Z155(42k2 i 55k Ra ZI-255"

'TR indicates that the prop. rty is to be e•valuated at the transition *oint.

W.,en 8tr ie known, the actu'l momentum thickness, 9, can be eval-uated

a. 3CA 1, Re8, Ce 4, and M•. For L'_ -S tt.:rqo . Equatior.- 32 throuvgh

34 are apilicable. Thus, calcuation!F 2an U*e carried out for 'he impor-

tant boundary z-.yer prc.p.rties onc, Mhe propertic, at the edge of the

boundary layer are kn-•wn.
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APPE:ND..X II

FOREBODY FLOW FIELD PIROGRAM

The forebody geomnetry is stored as a tabie4 to allow all neceseary gt-ometric
properties to be determined by 5in-ple calculation from the geometric cocor-

dinates. The storage systc-n defines the body profile as a series of points
that are the values of the dlistanice r f rom the forebody axis to its s-.Iface Anda
a function o~f the axial distance x from the nose of the body. Thirteen pro -
files are stored or. 13 pl-ines form-red by rotating the vertical plane containing
the forebody axis about this a.xis 90 deg i~n 7. 5-de- increments. M~rror
symmetry is a-ssuued about the vertf'cal and horizontal planes.

The one geomnetric input ruquired by the boundary layer program is the value
of r/R, wh-ýre R I's average bast- radius. The value, r, is found ae function

of -,:along any one bylinear interpo)ationbetweenttLý points stored inthe table.

For the pressure distribution F-ibroutine, the angllz of the forebody surface in
eý ch $ Flane with the body axis must be kAnown. To calculate this,

0 arc, tan + (43)

Th-e a~pplcation~ of the Newtonian or tangent-Lone method for estin-ating the
static pressi' e distribution is governed by the fscllwing logic. The free-
system M,-ch number and the static: pressure (NMc and pw) are inputs to the
pressure distribution subroutine. For each $ profile, the following checks
and d~ecisions are made.

The no~se angle is calculated fro~ri the stored geomnetry,

a.rc tan (44h).

This value then is compared with a ;tored curvt- of 0. versus MOO, where 0
is 0 -' critical cone angle betwf--!n c~ŽniicaI flow with an attzach~ed conical shocA
and flow with a Jetached shock.

if 00 ý is equail to or larger thaa Oc, t.her, the shlvick wave is detached from
the nose, and static pressure is estimnated b~r the Newtonian flow-,

PC PSin 2 0 '

where ps ii the nose total pre-ssure. Since th e re is a detacntL :-hock, p8 is
the free -stream- a'.npact pressulre.
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21.I +Z)M - (45%

Cas'ý B

o0, < c

If go, $ is less than Oe, then a4 attached conical shock exists, and both the
st&L.tIc and nose total pressure are evaluated from the conical flow subroutine.

For both cases, the local Mach numher is given by

M -

! e "-'• 11'-i-
e

where p. is the local total pressure. In this region, po p s"

This solution is carried out :it each point on the body profile. As long as
Oi, both > I , , the local total pressure is equal to the nose total pressure
ior both cases. If the shock wave is detached, the static pressure is obtained
by 'he Newtonian method until Oi, < ec, after which the conical flow zolution
is used.

If, however, 9i < Pi + , a corner shock forms, and the local total
pressure change:?. To evafuate this condition, the flew properties in the
regionxi to xi are used, and the angle i = 6i + , 1 i-po is the
conical serniangle of iaterest. As before, there arý'two possible cases.
For Caie A where -0c for M,

c e.Pe. P . •inO

where poi. + 1. local. total pressure behi:,d a detached (normal) shock. This

pressure is given by

I+
PO PS 2

S+ f e- 1  )Me 2 W,

For Case B where O is lees than 0c for Mc.. , the etatic and total pressures
are taken fromn the cc ical .'low routine usiing t e local properties at point i

as inputs. Again, the Mach number is gi-ven 'r eilher case by

Lg
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APPENDIX III

BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION PREDICTION

1. GENERAL

A criteria for boundary layer transition was established that could be
4-corporated into a general laminar -turbulent boundary layer calcula-
tion program. Any such criteria must, because of what is known regard-
ing transition and turbulent flow, be considered as leading to only an
appruximaLe estimate.

dleveloping transition prediction criteria, recognition mubt first be
made of the factors that influence transition, the parameters in terms
3f which transition correlations usually are made, and which of these
factors are important and can be considered realistically. In general,
'oundary layer transition depends on the Reynolds number of the flow,
surface roughness, free-stream turbulence, noise, comnpressibility ef-
fects and/or pressure gradient effects, and whether the boundary layer
is being heated or cooled. Except for effects due to surface roughness
and free-stream turbulence, one might think that the other effects are

of such a nature that methods of predicting their associated influence on
transition could be developed. However, the effects of roughness and
turbulence each may couple with the other factors, thus making any
attempt to separate one effect from another extremely difficult.

As an example, the effect of surface roughness depends on the thickness
of the boundary layer, but the thickness of the boundary layer depends
on the compressibility of the fluid (as manifested through the local Mach
number) and whether the boundary layer is being heated or cooled, as
well as many other factors. The free-stream turbulence also may vary
with tumnel conditions. Thus, the individual factors do couple with one
another.

In evainating factors affecting tra-isition (see Figure 4Z), Low,in Refer-
ence 36, presents a curve showing the effect of free-stream turbulence
on transition.

-3azley (Reference 37) found that laminar boundary layer oscillations and
their damping or amplification could be detected only when the free-
stream turbulence was less than 0. 001. For greater turbulence values,
the boundary layer oscillations became difficult to identify because of
the near coincidence of theii appearance with the point of transition to
turbulence. Gazley also reported that the effects of free-stream tur-
bulence tend to mask out the effects of other variablep. This may ex-
plain the disagreement between Stainback (Reference 38) and Gazley.
Staiaback's results tended to confirm the invariance of transition Rey-
nolds number with Mach number up to Mach 8; Gazley's results indicated
an increase of transition Reynolds number with increasing Mach number.

Both Deem (Reference 39) and Stewart (Reference 40) indicate an increase
of transition Reynolds number with an increase of unit Reynolds number.
Deem also observed a transition reversal phenomenon due to changes in
wall to adiabatic wall temperature ratios.
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Figure 42 - Free Stream Turbulence, U'/U

Correlations cf boundary layer transition usually are presented in the
form of a transition Reynolds number as a function of other flow simi-
larity parameters. Although experimental data frequently are presented
using the free-stream Reynolds number based on X (Rex), Reynolds
numbers based on momentum thickness and displacement thickness also
are used. If the transition process itself is viewed as originating
through local boundary layer separation occurring because of a local
momentum deficiency, then the local Reynolds number based on mo-
mentum thickncss, Re 0 , would seem to be the appropriate dependent
variable. For an incompressible, flat-plate boundary layer, the critical
value of Reg corresponding to the boundary layer becoming unstable to
small disturbances . Tollmien-Schlicting waves) is 163 (Reference
41). On the other hand, the transition value may range as high as 1300,
depending on the exact surface roughness and free-stream turbulence,
both of which tend to decrease the value of the transition Reynolds num-
ber. For compressible flows, the Mach number and the ratio of the wall
enthalpy to the adiabatic wall enthalpy also become important.

Pressure gradient effects (a favorable gradient stabilizes the bound-ry
layer while an unfavorable gradient destabilizes it), althouih impo 'tant,
are much more difficult to consider. The unit Reynolds number also is
included in many correlations of transition data. Originally, this para-
meter may 1,ave been related to wind-tunnel produced disturbances.
i-however, there is now some evidence that it also is an important effect
in correlating ballistic range and flight data. Its role, however, is not
understood from a physical viewpoint.
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2. ANALYSIS

In developing a rather simple correlation for the transition Reynolds

number based on momentum thickness, only the effects of Mach number
and hwv/haw are considered directly. Since the present boundary layer
computer program calculated Re 0 , it is convenient to treat the transi-
tion problem in terms of this parameter. Furthermore, the free-stream
Mach number range of interest in this study is from 2 to 5. For a blunt
nose body, this means local Mach numbers of less than 3. 5.

For wind-tunnel tests on Project EUREKA, the wall conditions were
such that hw = haw. For free-flight calculations, hw/haw could range as
low as 0. 12, based on an upper limit of 6 for Moo. Effects due to surface
roughness and free-stream turbulence will not be included.

In general, the effect of the local Mach number on the transition Rey-
nolds number in terms of X can be represented as shown in the following
sketch (Reference 42 and 43).

X
xl

I1 L

M

A curve of this type can be represented by a power series of the form

m
ReX zRe X anMn

Str TR/ir.. (:

n -t
If only the first four terms in 0ýe power series are used, the iollowing
boundary conditions can be applied:

1. M = 0. Re Re e (a value of 2.5 X 10 was
chosen) Xtr . r i -,c

S2. M = 0, dReX idM = 0tr
3. N1 = MVI dRe xtridv = 0 (Mi based cn experimental

S~data)

4. M = MA Re L /(Re Xmatched with ex-I

perimVenta, data) inc n
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Sboundary conditions 3 and 4 are selected based on References 43 and
44, Equation 47 then becomes:

Rer 2.5 X 10 (1 - 0.12 M' + 0.023 M (48)

Sinces Re0 a 0.664 Re x/2 (Reference 41). then

I/Z
Re 0 ftr 1000 10 - 0. 12 M + 0. 023 M1 ( 49)

The effect of hw/haw is i]3ustrated in the following sketch:

M.0

This curve can be represented by a power series of the form

m

Rextre Re)X - b nL (50)\r tr)T - Talw n = 0 a

which can be fitted to available experimental data. When the range,
0.2 < h w/haw < 1.0, is considered, the boundary conditions become

1. hw/h 1, Re =(Re )T = Tw aw Xtr Xtr w aw

Z. h w/haw = hi' ReXtr (matched with experimental data)

3. hw/h - dRet/dh a 0w'aw 1' Xtr/dw
4. hw/haw a 0.2, ReXtr (matched with experimental data)

1/2
and where Re0 oc Rex1/ 2 , the correlation of Equation 49

becomesa
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Retr 1000 (1 - 0.12 M 2 + 0.023 M 3 )
etr

-2 31/2
(-2.29 + 17.38h - 18 h + 3.91 h ) (51)

where h hw/haw. Here, the effects due to h /h are based on the
experimental data of References 45 through 4 7 . aw

The nature of this correlation is that transition reversal is included.
Howev'er, the second transition reversal frequently found at values of
hw/ha• of approximately 0. 2 is not included. The correlation (Equa-
tion ?'1 thus is limited to h /h > 0. 2. Reshotko (Reference 48) has
qualitatively explained both' raRsition reversal phenomena. However,
a general agreement among the available experimental data does not
exist; the correlation, though qualitatively correct, is quantitatively
only an approximation.

In representing the effects of Mach number and h /h using power
series, the coefficients in th~se series should be reaed as functions
of surface roughness and free-stream turbulence.

Pressure gradient efiects, as noted before, also may be important. On
this project, the primary bodies of interest are such that, excluding the
nose region, the body is divided into regions of zero pressure gradient.
This should be a reasonable approximation, even in the prediction of
transition, with the one exception being at the junction of the cylindrical
afterbody and the flare at the base of the bedy. The adverse pressure
gradient there may produce transition if the Reynolds number is greater
than the critical value. Thus, itwas suggested that, in programming the
4oundary layer calculations. Re 0 a. the initiation of the flare be checked
against (ReO)CRIT as given below:

(Ree) 163 (1 - 0. 12 M2 + 0.023 M 3/

CRIT

(-2.29 + 17.38w - 18 , 3.91 Kl3) (52)

This equation is merely Equation 51 with the incompressible trantition
value of a 1000 replaced by critical value 163). Iftat the flareReg -
RegO..IT, then transition is assumed to cerj, If Reg < Reg T' then
the '6*iinary layer remains larminar. Witi the inclusion of thI * •rterion
in the program boundary layer transition should at least be accounted
for in a qiantitatively correct manner.

The presebt correlation. Equation 52, has been compared with experi-
mental reiults from Reference 40 on the effect of Tw/ Taw obtained at
MCC = 3. 1. Approximate agreement %Aas been found to exit. The results

of Stetson and Rushtosi (Reference 49) also have been compared; these
results were obtaine.1 _..i Aiunt cones at a free-stream Mach number of
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MO = 5. 5 (see )-igure 43). Here, XT is the transition distance, X5 w is
the distance for the high entropy Aayer tn be swallowed, ard ReeT is the
transition Reynolds number based on momentum thicknoss. The pre-dictior based on the present method is shown only for one condition;

however, reasonable agreement exists.

Equations 51 and 52 have been programmed as a part --f the boundary
layer program and are used to determine the approximate location of
transition if the exact location of transition is not specifiee as a~n input.

I

P04ESENT

-00 - I I0.01 t

X0

Figure 43 - Boundary Layer Transition or a Blunt Coie at Mo -

I
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APPENDIX IV

VISCOUS WAKE ANALYSIS

1. GENERAL

An integral method of solution was applied to the problem of determiningttelpraore T f he wmrant asswmpteeions contraineding the troynarie- as
the properties of both laminar and turbulent viscous wakes, particularly
to the problem of the wake flow preceding a trailing aerodynamic de-
celerator. The important assumptions contained in the theory are asA

follows:

1. The fluid is thermally and calorically perfect,
and there are iio chemical reactions or other real
gas phenomena.

2. Prandtl number is unity (Pr = 1).

3. Prandtl's concept of viscous flow phenomcna i.
valid for the high-speed compressible wake ;n
such a way that gradients in the streamwise or
axial direction are much smaller than those nor-
mal to the wake axis, and boundary layer type
equations can be used.

4. The details of the base flow and free shear layer
rgions can be largely ignored. Thus, the region
of "ilidity for the present analysis must be con-
sidered to extend from .tomnewherre in the vicinity
of the wake ne,'k or further downstream and on
down into the far wake,

5. Effects due to the existen k cf an external pressir,
gradient are negligible.

By usirng these five assumptions, tht- mo-nentum integral :,.quation can be
written as

D2Y19,3) = 2Zz f u(u ulrdr - constant ,with r,.spect to X . (53)

!Here, 0 is the "inon"-ntun. thin. :n ss; 1K11.at;i : 3 sp• ,p Nla ts that th,
wake nmomentum ,'.:ect is constanrt n rthe axai dir-ction.

by ignor-r.g th, dtails of th', baý, fio ,.% Ad shear ,ay-, r re.,o- and as-
suming that no external wxc- .- , ýj done on: thc H-a4, fiid !n th;,ec, r-i. ns,
then the constant n Fqk-tion S3 can be e-vaik.:atcfl by rquatzrg :n<- n:c -

;Ae t e bour'iiarv laver ,At the ba ,- of th, fnrebdv. o the
momern -(.z., defect of t:' t- , - ,an i~e stated nn-.t emit caily as

u !) )

1]7
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where the s.bscript. I refers to properties associated with the outer edge
of the wake, and the subscript B refers to properties at the base of the
vehicle, where the boundary layer separates. and uB are inviscid
properties, while T) is the forebody base diametA. B

The rontinuity and niomentum equations governing this laminar axisym-n
metric high-speed wake problem are

Here, v is the velocity in the radila direction, r; u is the veiocity in the
axial direction, X. For laminar flow, the properties in Equatioi• .; are
the conventional local properties. For turbulent flo.i ., v, p, and p :
must be interpreted as time-averaged quantities (as opposed to the fluc-.
tuating component of each of these properties). The viscosity, Al,

" ~~takes a different form for laminar flow than for turbulent flow. Th~e axial
•! ~direction mornentum-- equation can be expanded and expressed a~s

-PU + pV + (56)

r

To solve this equation, the Dorodnitzyn transformation is introduced
where ,

Vndn = rdr .(5)

1

H In this newXri coordinat, system, the treinsforrn,-d wake thickness A

a is iound through integration s- that

t
A 2  rd_

the covntoa loa poets.F rdtrbuen flw ,,pan

ms ib termed ahe wtmk- veadickness bqtt es real(y -sthe wafe radius. A -on-

dimensional variable, q =n/A, then can be introdiced so that -• = : at
the cenope of the w e and o i at the outer t dg). There Y viscosy th
take csrdieate fyotem, t is assumnard flo at tha f !ocity u robiie flow. e ax-a

pressed as

4I! U

UT drV7Inti e I oriaesse, h rnfre aetikesA
is fundthrogh ntegatin 9-tha

A8

2 ____
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The boýunadry conditions to be used uwen are ai follows.

1. At the c{entceline r-f the Wo;ake, Y z C0 and

Z. At the centerline of the wako; Y 20 andI u A u
V 0,

At the outex ecge of the waK-, Y o or 1 -,
U = Up.

4. At the oat•ttr edge of the wake, Y A or q .

C-hi
S. At the centerline, the axial direction vnorrentut.r,

ýquat iojn applies.

6, At the outer edgt- of the wake, Y z Aor q 1,

0

The first boundary condition yields

u0

Boundary conditions 2 through 4 tield

I a 1 tzO

a a, + a, a i

"La - :

Si~~ovm<foull4 ,.y cou .-A lticr. ̀  -'an: v• , a l.a l , t ,• : .,•-.• -:::.:x a z ,c :• , : •

I . 'A0"t. *'

1r
I'

j K :
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leads te

n -r

Evaluating the above mornentum eciuatior, at the wake centerlkne results in

du J

0 +

- 0 CIo jo -P() AO ill , T.• 8..

or

[ .Subctituting t2ro:n Equatic'n 59 results in
duduu

0 011

SPlYO d -- 2 - a 2  (61)

Thus,

4a2

and :'2 .an he expressedc ai

v-''e 
(6 2)

u0 "o1' dX0

The first fi c,bo indary condiltions tihus vicld the followi:ný. values for the
cuefficients a 0 , a 1 ....

u 0
ao =t•

a0 =0

a 0

a,

10
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a 3  
-AC

4 8 " (6 4 )

The velocity profile in the transformed plane then becomes e-

_ 4 (4 -3,7).

When boundary condition 6 4s used, it can be shown that

Th, velocity profile then becomes

(6u = 2  8r, + 3) .1) + 1 (65)

For = 24, then u 0 and X Ofor% 0, then u and X crm

With the velocity profile now known as a function of in chc next st"p is to
relate • and X. This ca-r be done by using Equation 63. However, to do
"this a form for the viscosity coefficient, ",u must be specified. Its form
will iepend on whether the flow is An, minar or turbulent; the evaluation of
the relationship between E and " will be discussed in the next section,
v. kh.- P the ýarious special cases are treated.

't is of interest though, before htrning to the solution of the energy equa-
tion, to consider the relationship between 0 and A. This can b! done by
transforming Equatior 53 so that

2 0(66)

Substituting for in terns of 7 and •, there results upon integrationu

w.. . - -- (67.1
L2 120 60, 480 - 120 5500 "
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Where there is no pressure gradient in the wake, 0 is constant and can
be evaluated from Equation 64; then Equation 67 in a relationship between
A and $. The location of the wake neck can be sought by differentiating
Equation 67 with. respect to X. This results in

z

dA

At the w;&ke neck,

ax0.
However, dO/dX 9 0; thus, the location of wake neck is determined from
the condition

= 120 or 22.9. (68)

At this location, the centerline velocity then will be

u0
= 0. 045, (69)

Ul

ane the wake thickness or radius is

(~)3.Z24. (70)
neck

Althougf, the above results are of interest, they are only approximate since
in the neck '-gion thr effects of pressure gradient, in both the normal
ýta-, axial directions, may be important.

In t, e energy equation, the high-speed compressible wake can be written
as

2
ah t3 (71)

Multiplying the axial direction mornenturn equation by n and adding )t to
the above results in

~ +Pv r 13l~Ii~ (72)
P= f - rr +r r 8rPr •

In either one of these equations, the properties must be considered aslncal fIuid properties for laminar flow and as time-averaged properties
M for t-urbulent flow.

I 11
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For Pr = 1, a solution to the above energy equation in terms of total
enthalpy is

H c I u + c•,

where the constants cI and c 2 are determined from the bounda:'y cr. idi-
tions

u = Ulf 14 = H I!

u = u 0 , H = HO (73)

The total enthalpy profile thiis can be expressed as

HHHH(H 
- u

I 0 ui u0

or

I- H u
= - - - 1 (7 4 )

H -H -
I 1-

U1

H can be determined from the condition that the total er halpy defect is
0constant in the wake and is equal to that of the vehicle b-.undary layer at

its base. For the wake, the total enthalpy defect is

uH, (1 .) 21 u(1 H)rdr (75)

or transforming

2 (

= f 2 7d,7. (76)

0

Substituting from Equation 74 and integrating leads to

1
I0

I ),

I 1O7

I i il
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H.

2H 2

--= -n -0 71 !

T

__O

or

H 0T 1 /
H o e_ _--.2  (77)

For the vehicle boundary layer, the total enthalpy defect is

,s s s (vDOTs) = 7rDfpu(H - )dY, (78)

and for Pr = 1, this can be reduced to

I - (1 Hi')os (79)

where h is based on the forebody skin temperature at the basý. If the
total ent'alpy defect of the wake is equated to that of the vehicle boundary
layer at the base,

"puH 1 (i0 1) = psxxHQ(TD8

If Equations 54, 77, and 79 are substituted, then it follows that

2
T- = - Q •l) (80)

11

Thus, knowing the velocity profile (Equation 65), the total enthalpy pro-file can be determined using Equations 74, 77, and 80. The static en-
thalpy profile readily follows.

To transfor-nthe results backintothe physical X, Y coordinate systern, use
must be made of the expressiort

.6 4

S.... . ... . .. .. _:.- _::;• -=, ._ ::•.- ._ ", . .. .
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r2 nP 0(81)

0 JO 1

Substituting for the enthalpy profile and integrating results in j
r2 H- H0 2 q

2 1_ Uo 0 .8q5 ++ _ q6 +

(82)

H Hi2 U 7

1 (-4 - 3047 1 5 + +6 7 1080 8 + 9 9
uh q4 + 1 r1 + 5 48' -- q9

Thus, except for the relationship between 4 and X, the nezes:;ary equa-
tions for determining the prooerties of a. high-speed compressible wake
have been derived using an integral technique and the Dorodnitzyn trans-
formation. For a given X/D, the velocity and total enthalpy profiles in
the transformed coordinate system aee given by Equations 65 and 74 in

terms of H0, the centerline total enthalpy, and ý, a form parameter.
H0 can be determined from Equations 77 and 80 nnd ý as will be discussed
in the next section. The transformed wake thickness or radius ca;. be
determined from Equation 67 and the physical coordinate r from Equation
82. To obtain numerical results, it is only necessary that the inviscid
flow field be specified, and that an estimate be madte of the vehicle boun-
dary layer momentum thickness. Although some Cf the derived equations
may seem rather cumbersorrIe in terms of carrying out n•.unerical cal-.
culations, the results are of an aigeb-raic natur,'e ud in prin:ciple can beS~readily applied.

It should be re-emphasizfd, however, thz. the pr--ced-r analysis h4s ig-

f nored the details ol the free sh•.ar layer aici base flow regions. The re-
6ultq obtained thu3 must be consid~erfd as approximate; their range of
appi-cability it,, certainly limited l.o the regio)n downstrearn of the wake
i c-c k.

2,. CONXL'NlIONAL LAMINAR WAKEH To evaluate Equation 63 and t.- obtain $a. a fvnct4ion of . tK necitsa,
to speciiy a r-ela-,ur. for the vwscZ-s i- v ýoefficient. For 'arfli.ar flow, the",
viic ,-ity , an be as_,a.mned tf- have a limpasr dep•nd,•ýý:e on the fh id ti-mrn-'J ;.ra
t.:~r e.. 4 / R r = consi:ar•.Snce tn - nlvsis the .:pressure

. .t is ..z'
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shown that pp is constant with respect to r and thatp p, Pil. Equa-
tion 63 then can be written as

u(2) PO du 0  (3uI dX

Since

U

u 24

then

duo U

dX 24 dX

Furthermore, the relationship betwee,•'& and • is known from Equa-
tion 67. Substituting these results into Equation 83 results in

T ' - 1 - 2 . (84)
2 0Ol 24 PuI 24 0

Since 0 has not been specified in terms of ý or X, these two variables
are not yet uniquely related to each other. To do this, attention must be
given to solving the energy equation.

Now the centcriine density, po0 can be expressed as

0 RI' Y-1 h0

The static enthalpy can be related to the total enthalpy as

2

h= H0 - 0

When Equation 77 is used, p00 can bte expressed as

0 'Y 1 2 (85)
0 l

1 0

106
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Since the relationship between u0/u and ;.s known, then Equation 84
takes the form 0t

2 32

-U 0 -1 p I dX -
120 5500 "24124 /I Y

01

After rearrangement, this takes the form

24 / 
P1  

2

H 2 d$ (86)

120 550 1 07 2 1( -

Here, X is measured from where physically the wake centerline velocity
is zero, i. e., the rear stagnation point. For known flow conditions,
Equation 8--gives the variation of 4 with X. When the results of Item 1
are used. a complete solution for the wake flow can be obtained.

Equation 36 can De recast in form by noting that the bracketed term in
the denominator can be written as

I2 'ý HI I M21 2

1 0 2!24 M') (I

and that

u 1 P1 __lu ("l~

SI H1 y -H l

j The following then results-

M2 ( (I
X R- 0

II

4-, ( -oo ) , ( -

12
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where

PlUl0

Re 0 - pu

and is based on wake edge conditions.

Two special cases are of interest. One is that of an adiabatic foreboiv

wall such that 04 /of = 0. In that case, Fquation 87 becomes
1

Rex____

X = - T T -2L4 d- (8 8 )

f (7 -550 2 11 2 1 576

The second case is that for a cold ,all where

2

0 T

Here, Equation 87 becomes

Rex 1ý
= 3 (89)

Re 0  
I + \41 2 j 4

L?0 5501 \ 2 1i 24)

Equations 88 and 89 it,dicate that for • small, then

Since 6 A for • small and shinilarly

2 -1

Then,

6 •IX' (Do)

Ssmall corresponds to the far wake region, znd thý, square roct de-

pendence on X is in agreement wit!, experiimnentai data (Reference 13).
similarly can be shown that

08
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U'
1- -- .X -1, (91)

ui

and

1 1 o -1(92)

This also is in agreement with experimental data.

3. CYLINDRICAL LAMINAR WAKE

The nature of the laminar axisymmetric wa..e in the presence of a small
diameter wire or cable at its centerline is such that the wake will be ap-
proximately cylindrical (or at least will grow very slowly) and will have a
zero centerline velocity caused by the no-slip condition at the cable.

An approximate solution _'orresponding to this case can be obtained from
the results of Item 1 by noting that u 0 /uI equal to zero is equivalent to
$ equal to 24. Thus, the properties of a cylindrical wake can be obtained
by setting e equal to 24 in the previously derived equations. ý will not
depend or. X for this simplified case since there will be complete simi-
larity between the radial profiles at all X direction stations. For this
case, the wake velocity profile is given by

u 2 3 4
6,* 8- 3 + 3 4, (93)

ul

and the transformed wake thick ess,by

A = 3.24, (94)
e

2
where 0 is deterr'ained from equatingoUl~0 1 to the momentum defect of
the forebody boundary layer. For a slend-r body with a zero axial pres-
sure gradient in the wake region, 01 is constant, and thus A also is a
constant. The wake thus has a constant diameter and is cylindrically
shaped. If there is a favorable pressure gradient, then the ,wake diameter
will increase in the downstream direction due to the decrea'sing gas den-
sity. Here, the momentum defect,p.lUl 1 , is constant with axial position,
and A increases as pluj decreases.

For such a cylindrical wake, the solution to the energy equation (Pr = 1)
is similar to that given in Item I and can be written as

9(95)
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where hw is the enthizlpy of the gas at a temperature equal to that of the
tow cable or riser line. With the velocity and enthalpy profiles known,
the wake characteristics can be completely determined. The transformed
and physical coordinates then can be reiated using Equation 82 for 4 = 24
with the result that

2 (H h 48h1r -'w, 3,48,51 )
LCi 271+7 -

2
u1 6 9 6 7 + 00 78  48 9 (960)

2h7 8 9~? +

When the above equation is applied at 7 = 1, the actual wake radius or
t.'-ckness can be related to the transformed thickness such that

2 H h

O h. 72 + 0. 08 h +0.2 0 h- (97)

,With the use of Equation 54, it can be further shown that

52

7.5•6 +0.111 0.-+o78 (98)

With Equations 93 through 98, the solution is complete with the proper-
ties being clearly specified in terms of the forebody boundary layer
characteristics ard the inviscid properties at the edge of the viscous
wake. In this approximate solution, the variation in properties with X
is controlled by the change in the inviscid flow field with X since the so-
lution is effectively a constant $ solution, and there is no meaningful re-
lktionship between $ard X (except that 4is constant).

4. TURBULENT WAKE

In Item 1, the soluticn for the viscous wake profiles was obtained except
for relating 6, the form parameter, to X. Starting with the equation for
the turbulent viscosity coefficient

"i0o K1pUl n 1  (99)

as given in Se'tion M.I Item 3c, and where m, n, and p arc defined for
the various viscosity models Usee Table VIII).

1I0
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TABiLE VIII - RELATIONSHIP OF

VARIOUS VISCOSITY MODEL.S

Vi~csc"i"" -

inodei 1 m n p

S1 0

KA(PU 1 uI- 0 u 0 ) 0 0 1

3 i KL --uo) 0 0 0

4 . A Po(u - u) 1 0 0

Substituting Equa.ion 99 into Equation 63 results in

UoU

'-u, a()ml(KPO Uo u''

K -n - -p

Introducing the relationship between Uo/u1 and $ leads to

.[ -•1 I d
• \ 2_4]d -4d"

24 T4 dX

When A is replaced through the relationshipbetweenAand 0, it follows that

0 ,1 (1-A _2) 1 _

I~ 12~77 (o0 3(1- i )n (71)(1 -T4)]

After rearrangement, the integrable form i" finally obtained:

- dX (1001)4/Voe 24 PA p n (100)
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Integration is particularly simple for turbulent viscosity coefficient
Model I where m = n p = 0. The above then becomes

I dX -d (101)

J0 °j $- f/' - -go"

Here, X 0 is the point where the turbulent wake begins, and A0 is the
value of ý at that point. If the wake is initially laminar, then X0 is the
physical location of the transition point, and 0 uals Alaminar at tran-
sition. Integrating Equation 101 results in

S- x 800 60 (10 )

Since 0 was considered constant in EquiWons 101 and 10Z, then these j
equations are limited to regions of zero-pressure gradient. Equation 101
is not so limited.

Another case of interest is when Model 4 is used for the turbulent vis-
cosity coeffik.ient. This is the same model used by Less and Hromas
(Reference 50). In this case, n = 0 but m = 1, and it is necessary
to evaluate , b/P. befcreý and X can he related. The value of PO is given
by Equation This equation can be rewritten as

Pi
0 1

-~ 2 * (103)
0 T7ý T 2 --- 7 (T11L24

T hus,

Pl1 - 1) Mý 1 '2 • (104)

P 2 ~~1 2T 2 1 4

When this value is substituted in Equation 100, there resuls fc:r this case,
i.e., using "'odel 4

liz
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-dX=

Y 2 I + -IM Z _' •'- _.1). 2 I '015

Z 2 2 2 2 1 2T) 2

5500 (105)

For an adiabatic forebody wall, 021 equals zero; upon integration, the
a'!.- equation becomes

24 x0) d - (106)

5500 :

where again 0 has been assurned constant, and X0 and ý0 are as pre-
viously defined for turbulent flow.

02
Another limiting condition is that of a cold wall where T 1 = 1Z . Using
this atsumption, Equation 00 takes a final form upon integration of

(K 01 _ _ _ _ _I IX

-i0 5576

- -(107)

where 0 also has been considered a constant.

For Model 3 and ý small, the relationship betAeccn X and $(Equation 75)
takes the limiting form

3
X,--,.

Since for $ small

A2 - 1

and

113
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then it can be shown that

1

¼ x(108)

This is in the limit of small • or large X, i the far wake.

With Models 2 and 4, it can be shown that for small and .0 '01

Then,

3
Xz .7

Iln a sirrilar manner, the limiting form of

W6 (109)

is arrived at for the far wake region. Furthermore, for Models Z through
4. it also can be shown that for small

2

uX 3

and

H1

H0 3X•.

These also are in agreement with other investigations of the far wake.

Only in the c&se of Model I is a deviition noted from the proper asympto-
tic behavior as indicated by experimental data. With Model 1,

dXd

and thus

1
xo(ý

114
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for • small. It then follows that

that

U -

SH~0 2,.' .
ulQX

and that

I-R0 ., (113)

This lack of a )?--oper behavior in the limit of large X casts some doubt on
the suitabi-ty of Model 1.

I
I

Ii
Ii
I

(Reverse is blank)
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APPENDIX V

WIND-TUNNET, TESTING AND DATA REDUCTION

1. GENERAL

All wind-tunnel tests in support of the EUREKA program were conducted
in te 40-in. supersonic tunnel [Gas Dynamics Wind Tunnel, Superconic
(A)J of the von Karnian Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF) at the Arnold En-
gineering Development Center (AEDC). The complete series is as fol-
lows:

I. WT-I - static stability tests in support of design
feasibility study described in Volume I

2. WT-IIA - wake survey and forebody surface pres-
sure teat (axis ymmetric and as ymnnetric forebodies)

3. WT-U1B - parachute performance tests (axisym-
metric and asyrnmetric forebodies)

4. WT-tI - shock shape determination (axisymmetric
and asyrmmetric forebodies); surface pressure dis-
tribution (asymmetric forebody)

5. WT-IV - wake centerline survey (axisymmetric

forebody)

6. WT-V - wake survey (axisymr-mtric forebody)

7. WT-VI - parachute performance tests (axisymmet-
tic and asymmetric forebodies)

The tabulated wake survey and forebody surface pressure data are given
in Volume IIL The static stability tests are described in Volume I; the
remaining tests are descriiloe dn ;u ti, . d,-ix.

•. WIND-T!J NNEL DESCRIPTION

Tunnel A iL a contiuuous, closed-circuit, variable density wind tunnel
with an automatically driven, flexible plate-type nozzle and a 40- by
40-in, test section. The tunnel operates from Mach 1. 5 to 6 at ma.xi-
amarn s.tagnation pressures from 29 to ZOO psia, respectively, and s'agna-
tion temperatures up to 300 F (Mo4 s 6). Minimum operating pressures
are about one-tenth the rmaximnum at each Mach number.

3. MODELS AND SUPPORT SYSTEM

Figufve 2 shows the forebody models in detail. The basic Arapaho C and
the Arapaho C with nose cone forebodies are axisyrmnetric. The blunted
elliptical cone forebody has an elliptical base.

tt
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For tbh wake survey aud parachite perforrrance tcats, the forebodies
were supported with * horizonta& wall-to-wall strut having a. constant
chord and a constant thicknees. For the parachute tests, the riser line
passed through the forebody ancdi mounting strut and into a pleunum tank
where it was attached to the teusiometer an0 winch assembly. Figure 44
shows this setup.

The models were sting-mount,.d from the rear for the shock sh-pe deter-
mination (WT--ix).

4. iNSTRUMENTATION

From calibratiom results, the maximum variation of tunnel centerline
Mach number is about *0. 5 percent.

The tunnel stilling chamber temperature is accurate to *3 R. The
tunrel stilling pressure, p0 , was measured with transducers of 5, 15,
30, 60, 150, and 300 psid capacity that are considered accurate to within
0. 3 percent of full-scale capacity.

The model base pres,.ures were measured with 1. 5, and 15 paid capacity
transducers, referenced to a near vacuum, w'hich also are considered
accurate to within 0.3 percent of the transducer capacity. The lowest
"obase pressures were encountered at the MP = 5 low Reynolds number
test conditions. At thesie test conditions, Cse pressures were about
0. 008 psin.. The 0. 3 percent accuracy of a I psid transducer then could
introduce errors of apiproximately *37. 5 percent of the measured values.

The local wake pitot aad static pressures were measured with transducers
of the same capacity ais those used :or base presoure measurement. The
lo est pressures and, therefore, tfe greatest in.ccuracies were en-
countered at t&- Mw = 5 mninimum pressure test conditions. Combined
errors in the local s#.tuic and pitot pressures may introduce inaccuracies
of 0.2 M at MI, = 1. 0. The inaccuracy, in this case, was determined
using maximum errors in pressure measurements a-suming (1) the local
static pressure was equal to free-stream static pressure and was mea-
sured with a I paid transducer and (Z) the pitot pressure was me-.sured
with a 5 p_-id trv.auviucer. Making these same assumptions ýit free-strearn
Mach num..ber of 4, 3. and 2 and at the minimum pressure condition, in-
accuracies in measuring a local Mach number of 1. 0 are 0. 11, 0. 06, and
0.03 MLI respectively. At the high-pressure conditions for these tests,
the accuracy of measurement at MOD = 5, ML = 1. C is increased by ap-
proximately four. The lower Mach number test cases reflect a similar
accuracy increase at the high-prensure test conditions.

Table XX lists the test conditions for the wake survey tests. Based on
this table, the error in the measurement of the !3cal static pressures,
which are apprximately equal to the free-stream static pressure and
therefore are the most critical for ni,.surement, due to the inaccuracy
of a I paid traiasducer appe.rs in the third sign•ilicant digit except for
the MCD a 5 case. The total pressures, being higher than the static
pressures, then should reflect a higher degree of accuracy.
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SECTION A - A

I 77~x WINCH-TANK

1A A

SA/ /./

/ 
///,/P , ,

,7r X' . -/ /

Fgr 44. Foeid Suport IntaUti

T UM#4L WALL wi/ r•,, P NnEL0,. •1

I -
I -f

"A# qF O I I W "A I
I -/;'// / " !r)~ Qo W O~

.I I

Figure 44 - Forebodvy Support ingtaIl-•icn
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TABLE IX - WAKE SURVEY TEST CONDITIONS SUMMARY

p T Probe sain
M io 6 0o X

Foreipodies cc 10 puja (pui&) (ieg R)

basicArapaho • 0.05 2 8 0.360 581 1, ., 3, 5, 7,
C. Arapaho C 0 1 09, and II for
with none cone, I iall test points
auId blunted 3 0. " Sr' 5-9 1 0.176 583
eli tc&l cone*j 3 .0.50 43.0 1. 170 582

4 0.09 13.5 0. 090 583
4 0.50 73.0 0.460 583

5 0.13 30. 6 0.058 585
5 0.50 1133.0 0. Z51 631

Arapaho C with 2 0.06 2.8 0.360 560 0.5, 1, 2, 3,
o co 3 0.05 5.9 0.170 560 , d7

IOa-d I I for all
4 0.10 13.5 0.090 560 test points

S5 0.135 30.5 0. 058 i56 0

Arapaho C with. 2 0.06 Z.8 0.360 560 0.5, 1, 2, 3,
nose co3. only* 5 6, 7, 9,S0and 11 for all

: 0. 10 13,5• 0.090 569 test points
.5 G. 058 bC

WT-IHA. pitot and static rakes.

WT - r%% pito., static, and total temperature centerline probes.
;W l--V, pitot rake.

The wake Purvey rakes used in WT-ILA and WT-V were of a cruciiorm

design with multiple proh~es, thtreby making it possibie to obtain complete
wake profiles at each X/D etttio dwithout lateral or vertical movement of
the rake. Table X lists locations of the probes; Figu- 45 showvs the
probe geometry.

The centerline probes used in WT-IV have tht same geometry as those
used on the _nutiprobe -akee.

The WT-I.Lha raclutp c rag measurern,.'nts wý-re rmade witv a ZOO- lb ten-

siometer located in the wzncjp plenunn tank. A t;-- niatory of the dym-ni
drag output fronm the tensiorreter was recor-<_o on an oscillograph, and
the &verage dr&4• values were detvrmPno-d from; ihe recorded traces. The

accuracy of the 200-lb ýensiometer determined from static load.* is as
i ~~foal l w

.1 lz
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A2 X E ..... SURVEY PROBE LOCATIONS

WT-IIA WT-VI
Lt rakr Static rake Pitot rake

-,•. 6. 0 -0.966 0 -4.571

2 0 0 -0.483 0 -4. .7 0

3 0.. 0 0.32 0 -3.7? 0

4 0. 644 0 0. 805 0 -3.37 0

5). ?bt 0 0 -1.449 -2.97 0

6 1.288 0 0 -0.966 -2.57 0

1. 610 0 0 -0.483 -2.17 0

8 1.932 0 0 0.32Z -1.77 0

9 2. .576 0 0 0.805 -1.37 0

10 0 1 -2.576 0 1.289 -0.97 0

I 0 -1.610 0 1.932 -0.64 0

:2 0 0.322 0 2.576 -0.32 0

13 0 0.644 j2.17 0

14 0 0.966 3.37 0

15 0 1. Z88 0 -4.57

16 0 1.610 0 -4.17

17 0 1.932 0 -3.77

18 0 2.2i54 0 -3.37

19 0 2.576 0 -2.97

20 0 2.898 0 -2.57

21 0 3.Z20 0 -2.17

z2 0 1 3.864 0 -1.77
23 0 4. 3586 0 -1.37

24 0 5. 15Z 0 0

25 0 0.32

26 , 0 0.64

,) 0.96

28 0 1.28

29 0 C 1.60

30 0 1.92

31 1 0 2.57

TI -0.966 0 0,966 0

TZ 0 -0.96 q- 0 -0.966
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STATIC PXZSSURE PROSE

1 .to D E G

-I-

0.ce3O0 "L

PITOT P•Jr$$U•qE PN•E TOTAL TEIAPiRATURC PROBEr

APAR7r- 
EXPOSED4 HOLESTHERMOCOUP LE

k.02l0-0m'4, DIAM

90 DJEG APART 0.50

1.53

- 0.06300 1.112

0.66@2

> 0.216-IN. DIAM
VENT HOLES,
90 DEC APART

0.060 OD, 0.056 0 TUBING

3.00 0.0o0 o0, 0.076 IO TUBING - SEM CON
CEMENT

t"093 00i

2.00

-0.093 uu

ILL-
Figure 41 - Probe Geometry
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Load range (Eounds) Error I2nds

0 to 5 :0. 536

6 to "5 *0.493

16 to 30 1. 90

31 t: 60 *l.8•0

These accuracy valuee were for the tensiometeer alote and, therefore, do
not reflect any further inaccuracies ciused by friction in the change-of-
direction pulleys it. the system.

The WT-VI drag measurements were made with a 60-lb tensionieter.
The tensiometer was caiibrated for both 30- and 60-lb load ranges.
Th- change-oi-direct~on pulleys n the system were equipped with needle
bearings in place of bronze bushings as used in previous tests. Average
drag values were monitored with a low response servopotentiometer,
and a time history of the dynamic outpt from the tensiometer was re-
corded on an oscillograph. rhe accuracy of the complete drag measuzing
system, determined from r-peated static loads applied before the test,
is shown bel.,w.

Load ranW..•o2 ,fal Error (pounds)

_0 -o 0. 15
6 to '5 *0.25

i&.0 o 30 *0.33

SI to 60 *0.84

}2•; c2-te perfuriaance for both tests was monitored. on two high-speed,
V..--nm mot u%._j eure cameras - one for conventional motion piclur-!s

ano ý,,e fur sca 1*eren photography. Stijl photographs, both. conventional
and •c•'ier~., also were obtained.

5. PARACHCJT:- MODELS

PARASONIC parachutes, which have a constructed shape resembling the
infl.ted shaped of a Hyperflo .racl•ct• (ReferenC. Figure 28), were
tested. The Hyperflo parachutes are constructed with a qat, porvis
roof and a truncated, conical nonporous; skirt. The construction details
of the PARASONIC models are givren in Table XI.

6. DATA REDIfCTrION

a. PARASONIC Performance Data

The data obtained from the PARASONIC performance te3ts are given in
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Tables XII .nd Xlii In &Adition to '#he average drag values, it waa also

desired to ha~ve average n-a*a~intxum -and nxinimurn drag v'u'xes. These

values were ol~tined from the recorded oscillographs as shown below.

IA

Dlue to improper oscillograph calibration, average maximurn and rnini-
mum drag values could nct be determined for the wr-VI tests. it was
possible, however, to obtain the -Irag oscillation frequency.

The diametric and angular measurements given in TableR X11 and XIII
wore obtaired from the high-speed motion pictures.

b. Wkt Sryve Tests

tDuri" flte reduction of the wake survey data acquired under WT~-LA, a

I ~~ ig 'ficant amotmt' of data %C1&ee.L W&M Obscrvt~d Wx fortziulacing velocity
p-rro41es required for 'cemputatir" of experimental wake momenturn de-
feces (see Secion M.- Ikern 3a), The scatter was sufficient to caute

cconsi *-able difficulty in v-'T atir.g xper.'me~Uil1: achieved wake mo-
Mentuth defects obtai!iad by integratiio of thý- vialocity p'-ofilca. To corn-
bat this difficckf the wake dat-a for each test condition were smoothed by
means of a multiple regresaion ts-cbinique to permit more mneaningful in-
tegration of the-valecity prof!Lks. Thidk& i chievec by expressing the
famll- of cuz-#is formed by the velocity profile data po~nts as a two-di-
nmAtabiloal power s~eries (I.e. , a pzcqer reries in Y/D - or Z/D - and
their cromp produicts) to F.3,duc- a test raiicl!`.t :or V'he family of
curves. The Bes t fit use* an equation of the form

AI
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TABTE L I M W(FD .L DCEL"RATOR VABIL

Measured parameters
D Ie Di D

naumb-er A, T X, G Dc DOpen 1 AR D

(580A {) M( in.) -. ) (ill.) (in S NG Roof mes

-001 4.60 10.5 6.0 3.oc,6 I.83 It.4 12 1 12 0.25 1.625 HT-83-4 4 Nom
S6.o 3.04 5.64 12.5 I Z 12 0.25 1 .R8 (172-lb te o" ,s-,

-003 5950 10.5 '-. 3.04f/sq yd p

G 03 4,95 10.5 6.0 3.04 5.8., IZ.S 12 12 0.75 i.625 coated with DS-

I porosity control:

004 5.5 1. 6.0 3.05 .78 12.7 0!25 1u5 F839 polyuret-005 5.00] 10.3! 6.0 3.02 5.G 10 IZ. t 12 12 0.25 1.62S coating with D-•

ible thermal c

-001 4. 85 7.87 6.0 2.64 5.79 11,'69 t2 12 0.25 1.625 MIL-T-713A, C

-007 4.75 6,70 6.0 12.50 1Z 12 0.25 1.750 Type0S-nylonleac
2.4 5.O I(50-lb tensile)p

-003 5,12 9.Z8 6.0 2.86 5.75 'iZ.38 12 0.25 1.750 coated on formr
D1569-F839 pothane, porosity,

trolled by coat'I I D-65 flexible t

316-I 
coating

016-

-00i 5.19 10.9 7..86 4.06 8.04 17.I0 12 1 0.25 2.000 HT-83-44 Nomf7:6.04 1, 2 2 025 200 cloth (172-lb te
-402 5.25 10.6 7.86 4.0 7.64 16.5 12 12 0.25 1.937 corp) 3.01 oz/

-003 5.45 10.7 7.86 4.01 7.50 17.0 12 12 0.25 2.000 precoited with
F839 polyuret
porosity contro
I coating with D-

017- ible thermal c1
-001 5.44 8.90 7.86 3.70 7.55 17.0 12 lZ 0.25 2.300 MIAL-C-5040 T

12with fiber s re_

-002 5.13 9.60 7.86 3.82 7.50 17.0 12 12 0.25 2.300 witd fi

-003 5.44 8.27 7.86 3.54 7.55 17.0 I2 12 0.25 2.300 withD1569-FF8
IP(,'U. ;thane,

controlled by c
wi•th D-65 flexi
thermai coatin

________ ___- wth l-65 lex
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D-CWJRATOR FAI3RICATION DATA

Materials, coat-igs. specificat:ions __

Skirt reinforcement web,
)K Roof cap, apex reinforcement web,

)t •o -wtspention lines skirt panels roof/skirt seam, radials

625 HT-8-44 Nomex cloth MIL-C-5040 Type I 0.84 oz/sq yd Double fold, cotton bias
68 (172-Ab teoile, warp) cord, 100-lb tensile 4787 nylon tape, 88 X 80 count,

3.01 os/sq yd pre- strength coated with 20 lb/in.
625 coated with D1569-. 01569-F839

62 39 polyurethane, polyurethane
porsity controlled by

,625 zoating with D-65 flex-
ible thermal coating

,25 MIL-T-713A, Class II. MIL-C-s040 Type I 0.84 oz/sq yd Double fold, cotton bias
Type 8 nylon 3acing cord, 100-1b tensile 4787 nylon rape, 88 X 80 count,
(50-lb tensile) pre- strength coated with 20 lb/in.

750 coated an form with D1569-F839
D1569-FS39 polyure- polyurethane
thane, porosity con-
trolled by coating with
D-65 flexible thermal
coating

.000 HT-83-44 Nomex mesh ILAL-C-5040 Type MI 0.84 oz/sq yd Double fold, cotton bias
cloth (17Z-lb tensile, cord with fibers re- 4787 nylon tape, 88 X 80 count,
warp) 3.01 oz/sq yd, moved coated with 20 lb/in.

.000 precoated with D1569- D1569-F839
F839 polyurethane, poi jurethane
porosity c~ntrolled by
coating with D-65 flex-
ible thermal coLting

.100 MiL-C-5040 Type I MIL-C-5040 Type MI 0. 84 oz/sq yd Double fold, cotton bias

.300 wit.. fibers removed cord with fibers re- 4787 nylon tape, 88 X 80 count,

precoated on form moved coated with 20 lb/in.
.300 with D1569-F839 ID1569-F839

polyurethane, porosity polyurethane
controlled by coating
with D-65 flexible
thermal coating

(Reverse is blank)
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Y/D Cases

a + + +x\ +z D )

".014(I)() ( D) +(§ (-) 4(. "(I) ((x)Z ( ).x
"i17() 2 + al(D +aD + a19(_5 5)

Z/D Cases

a 10 M+b5 -6 + a 2 (Y + ab-rD

b6(- .b) ((-•E))3 .,.()' +bD1 ( j-)( +)

blo(-•) (-x)Z b,,(z~) (_•)3 b,,(.•) + b,3(.•), (xi +,

b 8 8 + a 3aI +a, () (1) + at~
b17(.ID )2 +9 b6(()([)

' The curve fits used only even powers of Y/D or Z/D becaase of s vnxetry

that exists in the wal- of the forebc~dy.

The curve fits are mrade to the experimentally derived velocities *.nd are

~1t.e 'best statisticai fits to all the data presented. Thvis, the curve is :
matched tc the data points with scatter as well as to the more accurate
dan' oints. The. multiple regression •.olution then gives the least e•uares
value of the coefficients for a particular sample of observations.

Samples of the curve i-aesh•n e in Fgures 46 thr~oug The Si- |

.(0.4

safely the same as would exist without the si nusoidal type vari~tioz of • I
velocity predicted by the polynomiai. The sinusoidal trace is csused by "
the MA'9nomial curve fit as the polynomial tr-ies to pass through the.

d ~12?

S! 4

4 4
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%xisting data points. Where the velocity is constant or approximately
conmta.At with tLe change in Y/D or Z/D, the polynomial is unsuccessful'
in matching the experimental data. The one polynomial for each case i:
the uest lit to all the data points Pt each X/D ota:ion; therefore, the poly-
nornial ". atternpting to fit or match a surface of point5 in two dirne-isions. ¾

c. Test Data

Tables XII and XIII give the parachute performance test data (Tabie XIIShas data bor tne WT-flB ser' -a and Table XIMI, for the WT-VI szries).
.- t,:drag ao.,,,4 a-tahilifv naraameters wex- determined.

I
I
I
!

( r!
3$

I
I"I
I

I!

(Reverse *~ blan,.)
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